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ABSTRACT

Rosemary R. Boiano, Computer Science Curriculum in the
Community College: An Evaluative Study, 1995, J. Sooy, Computer
Science Education
The purpose of this study was to assess the sufficiency of the
Computer Studies curriculum at Camden County College in meeting
the needs of its local job market.
A questionnaire was distributed to 106 computer based
businesses in southern New Jersey, northern Delaware, and the
greater Philadelphia area. The purpose of the survey was twofold. it
was first necessary to ascertain whether or not these businesses
would hire individuals possessing an associates degree in Computer
Science and if so, how many such positions might they have
available in any given year. The survey then questioned
respondents about the individual needs of their organization with
regard to entry level positions in the areas of software design and
implementation, Fifty-seven, 54 percent, of the surveys were
completed and returned.
The researcher also investigated several areas of rapidly
changing technology which included CASE Tool Technology, ObjectOriented Programming, Client/Server Systems, Hypermedia,
Database Programming, and Graphical User interface.

The survey results coupled with the authors literary search led
to the conclusion that Camden County College should update their
Computer Studies program and that faculty and administrators must
be aware of the need to continually modify this curriculum as the
technology evolves.

MINI-ABSTRACT

Rosemary R. Boiano, Computer Science Curriculum in the
Community College: An Evaluative Study, 1995, J. Sooy, Computer
Science Education

This study assessed the sufficiency of the Computer Studies
curriculum at Camden County College in meeting the needs of its
local job market. A questionnaire was developed and distributed by
the researcher to ascertain the availability and requirements of entry
level positions. The researcher concluded the curriculum should be
modified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the Study
Introduction
This chapter presents an introduction to the study of the
necessity for computer science curriculum assessment in the
community college environment. Several topics are addressed. A
background on the mission of community colleges with regard to
preparation of students for immediate employment upon graduation
is presented. The need to assess the sufficiency of the curriculum is
stated in the problem section. The significance of the problem
discusses the importance of continual assessment and modification
of community college curricula, while considering the community
college mission statement and the ever changing computing
technology. The limitations and procedures sections provide the
reader with a brief introduction to the method of research used by the
author as well as the limitations of thai research. A separate section,
definitions, is included to define technical terms used by the author
throughout the paper.
Background
A major emphasis of the community college is the preparation
of its students for employment in local business and industry. As
such, it is essential that the curricula offered by these institutions be
continually evaluated and updated to meet the changing needs of
employers in the geographic area served by that college.
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The computer industry is continually evolving. Broome (1993)
compares the development and mass production of the
microcomputer to that of the invention and mass production of the
automobile. Originally automobiles were hand-crafted and owned by
few. Mass production of the automobile altered the course of
civilization. In a similar fashion, early computers were massive in
size and housed in environmentally controlled rooms. The invention
and mass production of the microcomputer have changed computing
technology forever. Computers are now found and used in every
aspect of our existence. Personal computers are found in homes.
schools, and offices. Society has become irrevocably dependent on
the services provided by these machines.
The invention and mass marketing of the microcomputer has
changed the way businesses operate. According to Reddy (1994),
"Awhole new generation of hardware and a panoply of software has
blossomed making the earlier technologies almost obsolete" (p. 1),
This mandates major revisions in the community colleges curricula to
keep pace with the changing technology,
Problem
The purpose of this study is to assess the sufficiency of the
computer science option of the computer studies curriculum at
Camden County College in meeting the needs of its employment
market, and presents curriculum revision recommendations.
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Significance of the Problem

'The degree to which community colleges are successful is
largely a matter of how well they adapt their curricula to changing
environments." (Dever & Templin, 1993).
Community colleges are two year institutions. Their mission
includes preparation of students for both transfer to baccalaureate
programs, and entry level career positions in area business and
industry.
One objective of Camden County College, as stated in the
1992-94 Coltege Catalog is," To provide full-time and part-time
learners with diversified programs leading to appropriately varied
educational and occupational goals, including transfer to other
institutions and entry at various career levels of employment" (p. 2).
As technology changes, so do the needs of industry. "The
fast-paced development of new technologies has forced business
and industry to invest heavily in retraining the work force" (Jacobs,
1993). Industry is relying on the community colleges to assist them
in this retraining mission. This means that the colleges must offer
customized courses to meet the specific needs of those businesses
inthe community served by the institution. Thus. curricula must
reflect the needs of both continuing education and professional
development as technologies and the market change.
One must also consider the need for general education in the
curriculum. These requirements are as important to business and
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industry as the job-specific skills attained by students. The
curriculum developed for those students preparing for positions in
business and industry cannot vary greatly from the first two years of
four year college programs.
This study focuses on changes in computing technology as
well as the changing requirements of the employment market in
proposing an updated curriculum for Camden County College. The
author researched several evolving areas of computing technology
for possible inclusion in a modified curriculum. These areas included
CASE tools technology, client/server technology, database
management systems, graphical user interface, hypermedia,
information systems, and object-oriented programming.
Limitations
Camden County College is a public two year college
sponsored largely by the county of Camden. One purpose of a
community college is to meet the needs of the community that ii
serves. This paper addresses those issues relevant to the needs of
business and industry in that area. A total of 118 businesses that
might utilize entry level programmers were surveyed.
According to the Camden County College Catalog (1992-94)
the student population is quite varied. Its policy states; "Admission
to Camden County College is available to all applicants who have
graduated from an accredited secondary or preparatory school or
present a State Equivalency Certificate or have attained the age of

18 or older" (p. 7). The proposed curriculum revisions must
accommodate this diverse student base. The associate of science
degree program in computer science cannot differ radically from the
first two years of four-year college programs and the proposed
curriculum must be viable for several years considering the rapid
changes in technology coupled with the two year lag time between
proposal and implementation of a new curriculum.
Definitions
ACM - Association for Computing Machinery. This association has
devoted more than 20 years to the advancement of computer
science (Kolatis, 1988).
Artificial intelfiaence - Programming the computer to follow simple
human thought patterns (Lawlor, 1992, p. 462).
CASE tools - Software package that evaluates hardware and
software alternatives according to requirements given by the
systems analyst (O'Leary & O'Leary, 1994-1995, p. 293).
Client/Server model - An information-system style with the objective
of moving the data as close to the user as possible (Lawlor, 1992, p.
464).
Database Manaemrent Systems (DBMS - A software package that
takes care of the physical requirements of the data so that the user
need only be aware of the data's logical requirements (Lawlor, 1992,
p. 466).

DPMA - Data Processing Management Association. This is a group
of information processing professionals.
Graphical user interface GUI) - A part of an operating environment
that allows the user to interact with the computer by using graphical
symbols and intuitive actions, rather than typing character
commands on the keyboard (Lawlor, 1992, p. 470).
Hypermedia - Sophisticated software that allows users to organize
and access information in creative ways. It is designed to work the
way people think (Lawlor, 1992, p. 299),
Information System a collection of hardware, software, people, data
and procedures that work together to provide information essential to
running an organization (O'Leary & O'Leary, 1994-1995 p. 299).
Knowledge-based system - A computer system that simulates a
human expert by using stored knowledge and rules for applying that
knowledge to make decisions (Lawlor, 1992, p. 472).
Network - A communications system in which any node is capable of
communicating with any other (Lawlor, 1992, p. 474).
Object Oriented Programming (OOP) A programming concept that
facilitates writing reusable programming modules. Jt allows the
programmer to encapsulate data types and the declarartions for
operators that manipulate these variables into an indivisible whole.
These objects can be used to implement abstract data types and in
constructing graphical user interfaces.
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Procedures
The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness
of the Camden County College computer studies curriculum in
preparing students for employment in its' geographic area. A
questionnaire was developed, validated and distributed to 118
computer related businesses in the tri-state area (southern New
Jersey, greater Philadelphia area, and northern Delaware). A cover
letter and return envelope accompanied the survey. A second copy
of the survey was mailed to those who didn't respond before the
stated deadline. The responses of the questionnaire were tabulated
and charted by the author. The findings of this study, coupled with
research on the changing technologies, led to a proposal for
curriculum revision.
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Chapter 2
Related Literature and Research
Introduction
Chapter Two presents related literature and research in the
area of community college curricula. The chapter is divided into two
sections. The first section: Related Literature, begins with an
overview of the complexity of developing a curricula for these
institutions whose mission statements are most diverse. Particular
attention is given to the development of an effective computer
studies curriculum for a community college. As the schools seek to
prepare their graduates for immediate entry into local business and
industry, the curriculum must meet the needs of these employers.
Presented is a discussion of the evolving computing technology and
its effect on the needs of business and industry. Also discussed in
this section are several areas of rapidly changing technology which
might be included in an updated community college curriculum
including; client/server computing, object-oriented programming,
database concepts, CASE tools technology, hypermedia, and
graphical user interface.
The second section, Related Research, discusses several
studies and proposals for restructuring the computer studies curricula
at the community college level as formulated by various
organizations after intensive research in this area.
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Related Literature
Community colleges have been in existence since the turn of
the century. Throughout their history, these institutions have
continually adjusted their programs and curricula to reflect the
changing needs of both the students and the marketplace.
Cohen and Brawer (1993) emphasized the role of career
training in the community college. It is now ranked as the number
one function of these schools. Imel (1991) observed that career
development has been receiving increased attention due to changes
in the economy, technology, and in attitudes of both employers and
employees.
According to Jacobs (1993), "Essentially, the technological
base of American Industry has changed dramatically and these
changes - nearly all in the direction of greater complexity and
interdependence require workers who possess not only higher
levels of basic skills but also new skills in critical thinking, problem
solving, initiative, and collaboration" (p. 1). With the last-paced
development of new technologies, businesses must continually
retrain their workers. This has caused educators to acknowledge
that schools must change their curriculum to reflect the changes
technology is making in the workplace. Dede (1993) states,
revolving information technologies will transform the nature of work,
and this transformation will in turn affect the design and content of
school curriculum. As jobs change, schools must shift in response"
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(p. 23). Industry is forcing employees to have not only job specific
skills, but also general skills which would help them to adapt to their
changing job requirements. Critical thinking and the ability to make
predictions and decisions on oftentimes incomplete data will be
required skills for workers as the 21st century approaches.
in 1985, the Committee for Economic Development suggested
that employees would prefer to see a curriculum that stresses
literacy, mathematical skills, and problem-solving abilities - not just
technical expertise. It is time for community colleges to seriously
consider how to integrate general education into their programs.
This is consistent with Dede (1993) who states, "More fruitful efforts
are likely to result from applying liberal education models that
integrate general education goals, student experiences, and
community resources, with the aim of preparing citizens to
participate effectively in an increasingly complex, rapidly changing
society" (p. 34).
In Building Communities (1988), the Commission on the
Future of Community Colleges indicate that most teachers in the
community college environment are overextended and feel a lack of
the support necessary to stay abreast of their profession. Teachers
today are not only trying to stay informed of changes in their own
discipline but also in teaching technologies. They need to
incorporate the new information technologies into their classroom
lectures. This takes both time and effort because it involves
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changing the way teachers teach and students learn by using new
information technologies. Technology can be a big asset to the
educational process because it can assist an instructor in tailoring
their lessons to individual learning needs and styles (Burke, 1994).
Community college curricula in the area of computer studies is
an especially difficult curriculum to develop and maintain. The
technology is changing so rapidly that by the time the new courses
are ready, they are almost obsolete. According to Reddy:
the burgeoning field of microcomputers has transformed the
computer information systems curricula of higher education in
general, and community colleges in particular.... There is a
need to study these changing expectations of local industries
regarding the entry level computer information systems
graduates from community colleges (1994, p. 2).
It is imperative that the faculty in the community colleges computer
studies curriculum remain current in their discipline. Currid (1992)
voiced the criticality of managers setting aside part of their recruiting
budget to talk to prospective employees and their faculty regarding
the up-to date needs of industry. A curriculum which remains static
for long risks severe obsolescence. Currid reminds us that many
schools are preparing students for positions of the past. She
expresses deep concern that students are still being taught
structured programming techniques and procedural programming
languages while we are rapidly heading into an era of object-oriented
programming.
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Kim (1990) voices his concerns about the ever changing
student base and points out that when the ACM Curriculum 78 was
published most students had no prior use of computers when
entering college. He reminds us:
it is certainly the case that large numbers of students have had
significant programming experience before arriving in
college....Courses must change to appeal to students who are
familiar with many more and different aspects of computing than
in the past. These changes must occur not only in the content of
the course, but in the way in which they are taught (p. 24).
As these changes in computing technology evolve, schools are
faced with the problem of integrating new courses into an already
crowded curriculum. In a paper published by Kolatis (1988) an
overview is presented of significant factors to consider when
designing a computer science curriculum for community colleges.
These include:
(1) the mission of the college to fulfill both career preparation and
transfer functions; (2) the influence exerted by the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM), which has published guidelines for
computer science, information systems, vocational-technical,
and health computing curricula; (3) the needs of the
business/industria] community; (4) the needs and interests of
students; and (5) state mandates.
Kolatis (1988) also refers to an interview published in the
Communications of the ACM in which Kleinrock states
the concern of the university is not to provide training narrowly
directed toward a particular industry's special requirements, but
rather to educate our scientists in the basic tools, methodology,
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understanding. and approaches that will survive the short five
year life of today's generation of computers (p. 254).
As the 21st century approaches, educators must address
emerging trends. In reviewing the literature the author observed
continual reference to topics that were tagged as "state of the-art
issues in computing". Some of these topics include CASE tools
technology, object-oriented programming, client/server systems.
hypermedia, database concepts, and graphical user interfaces. The
following sections summarize these changing technologies and
discuss their importance as components of a community college
computer studies curriculum.
CASE Tools Technologv.

As companies continually develop

new software systems, the professional programmers are always
looking for ways to make their job easier. Computer aided software
engineering (CASE) is an emerging engineering technique which
uses the power of the computer to automate many of the design and
development processes that were previously done by humans.
Some of these functions include: designing, coding, graphing,
structuring data, generating output reports, and controlling the project
timeline. A company can purchase individual tools to do each of
these tasks or they can purchase a complete tool set known as an
integrated set which contains the software necessary to design and
develop an entire system.
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"In the future, CASE tools will be able to automate information
systems projects from design to implementation to maintenance to
disposal and be able to show users every interaction and interface.
These systems will even have the ability using expert system
technology to identify flaws in proposed designs and recommend
corrective changes" (Fuller & Manning, 1994, p. 316-318).
The literature suggests that at some point very soon, CASE
technology will be used by most companies. Data shows that
companies are waiting for complete CASE packages to be
developed instead of just buying individual tools, McFadden &
Hoffer (1994) feel that CASE integrated tools will be used as
standard development environments for the remainder of the
decade.
Companies will have to train their employees in the use of
CASE technology. If taught as part of a two year curriculum, these
concepts would be spread across several community college
courses which deal with information systems design, and
development.
Obiect-oriented programminq(OOP1. According to Schonberg,
"Object oriented programming and design has become the buzzword
of the decade. Behind the obvious enthusiasm of the software
community there lies the correct perception that OOP simplifies the
design and construction of software systems" (1992, p. 13).
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"The importance of object-oriented programming is
comparable to that of Whitney's interchangeable part innovation and
for many of the same reasons" (Cox, 1986, p. 25).
Computer software has grown exponentially since its use
began inthe 1950s. "For instance, one large electronics company
recently estimated that their annual output of new software, if printed,
would yield a stack of paper 28 stories high" (Love, 1993, p. 10).
As new development of software continues at an alarming
pace, errors abound in the code, Many programs today have been
expanded so often, that they are not even similar to their original
programs. When one expands a program that many times, things
slip through the cracks.
Object-oriented programming is a fairly new technology that
allows us to reuse software components across programs. The
development of object-oriented programming began with the
development of a language that supported the concepts of OOP:
Smalltalk (Goldberg and Robson, 1984).
Object-oriented programming is a totally different approach to
programming. Most programs were formerly written using a
procedural approach to programming. COP focuses on data rather
than processes and their implementation via subprograms (Sebesta,
1993, p. 516 - 519). The procedural approach to programming
causes the programmer to generate many lines of code and the
programmer must try to design the program in Such a way that it is
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expandable for future changes. The use of "objects" make this task
much easier.
"Object-oriented programming is accomplished by sending a
message to an object requesting that object to perform some action"
(Object Lessons, 1993, p. 29). The programmer does not need to
know how the object accomplishes its task. The programmer simply
has to send the object the appropriate information for the task at
hand and then receive the response back from the object. Objects
can be used by many programs in either the same or different
systems without changing the code.
Client/Server Systems. Large central computers are very
expensive compared to smaller microcomputers and workstations.
As a result, many organizations are downsizing present applications
to these smaller, more cost-effective computers. The computers can
then be linked together in a local area network so that they may
share resources such as printers, storage devices and so on.
The main objective of a client/server architecture is to allow
client applications to access server/managed data (McGovern and
White, 1990). The basic concepts of client/server architecture can
be effectively taught in a two year program. As companies downsize
and move from a mainframe environment to the client/server
architecture, it would benefit students to understand the principles of
this technology.
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Client/Server systems are rapidly becoming the building
blocks for enterprise-wide computing systems in many organizations
(McFadden & Fuller, 1994).
Hypermedia. Hypermedia is an application tool which has the
capability of integrating text, graphics, voice, music, video, and
animation into a single presentation. O'Leary (1994) indicates that
multimedia (hypermedia) techniques will soon be a part of most
software applications,
Hypermedia techniques allow the user to choose the amount
of material they wish to review as well as the sequence in which they
would like to view it (Fuller & McFadden, 1994). These techniques
are already being used in the classroom. Dede (1991) realized that
hypermedia would enable a longstanding goal; that of an integrated
curriculum. "The curriculum could shift from the subject centered,
disciplinary emphasis to a focus on real-world problem solving using
perspectives and tools from multiple fields" (1989, p. 26).
This technology is currently being used in four major areas of
the business sector. They are: training, sales and information,
desktop applications, and industrial and scientific operations
(O'Leary, 1994).
Via the Internet, a massive network of computers and data,
one can use two Internet innovations which make hypermedia
possible. The first of these is the World Wide Web which is nothing
more than thousands of computers linked together waiting for you to
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ask questions. Mosaic is the second component. This is just a fancy
name for some software which allows a user to highlight a word on a
screen and quickly connect to a remote site. Once there a user may
retrieve materials needed for a presentation, listen to music, watch
an old movie, or go shopping in virtual malls. All of this is possible
via hypermedia (Sussman, 1995).
The concepts of hypermedia might be presented as an
elective course in a computer studies curriculum. They might be
included as a component of a course in information systems
retrieval. Students across all curriculums would benefit from a
course describing the Internet and the power of networked
computers, as they relate to student research papers and
presentations.
Database Concepts. Database management systems are an
integral component of any information system. The Association for
Computing Machinery and the Data Processing Management
Association have long recommended their inclusion in computer
studies curricula.
Database processing is a core component of modern day
information systems. All computer studies graduates should have
experienced at least one comprehensive course in database
systems. This course may be provided for through the use of any
popular personal computers (PC) based packages (DPMA, 1994). A
second course in database concepts should be presented.
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Students need to understand the many methods of data
storage and retrieval. The database methodology has changed
through the last decade and has resulted in three main database
models. A student in a course on database concepts should have a
firm understanding of each of these models, They include hierarchic,
network, and relational models. Normalization of relational data
should be taught. Relational models are seen most frequently in
industry today but the other models are still deeply entrenched in
many organizations.
Database technology is continuing to evolve. According to
McFadden and Hoffer: "Database and application development are
undergoing a revolution that is based on objects. Most future
database management systems will be based on objects or at least
will incorporate object oriented functionalrty" (1994, p. 167). The
literature shows that there are already at least 20 object oriented
database management systems in place. Once there are some
standards set for object-oriented technology, the use of these
databases will undoubtedly increase.
The basic concepts of artificial intelligence and expert systems
might also be touched upon in a course in database concepts.
Knowledge bases play an important role in expert systems.
Although most of the literature recommends these topics be left to
the four year institutions, the DPMA recommends inclusion of an
introductory course in artificial intelligence in the two year program.
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Once again, it is imperative that community colleges modify
their curriculums to keep pace with the evolving technology. The
basic concepts of database management can be introduced and
reinforced throughout the curriculum.
Graphical User Interface. As software continues to evolve.
graphical user interfaces (GUI) are gaining in popularity. A graphical
user interface allows a user to move the cursor around the screen
(with a mouse or by using a keyboard). The user simply positions
the mouse pointer over an icon (graphical representation) to activate
pull down menus or to invoke the action represented by the icon.
(O'Leary & O'Leary, 1994). There is a notable transition in progress
from character-based interfaces to graphical interfaces.
Programming with GUI is becoming increasingly popular. The
program code is divided up into small sections to handle specific
events, rather than the linear contiguous programs that most
programmers are used to generating. The literature shows that
many schools are offering a course in Visual Basic as a required
component of their computer studies curriculum because Visual
Basic employs the use of a GUI,
The use of Graphical User Interfaces affects the data base
market also. According to McFadden & Hoffer (1994) data base
systems are being developed on object-oriented concepts. This
trend affects both user interfaces and programming principles.
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Related Research
A review of the research indicates an urgent need for ongoing
curricula evaluation by community colleges in order to effectively
prepare graduates for positions in business and industry. Burke
(1994) reminds us, "If there is one certainty in the future of
technology, it is not just change, but change at accelerating speeds"
(p. 1). He admonishes that educators do not have a moment to
waste En meeting these changes with updated curricula.
As Caine (1991) observed:
If students are to become generally more proficient, more
capable, of dealing with complexity and change, more highly
motivated, and more capable of working autonomously and with
others, then we have no choice but to teach for meaningfulness.
Reddy (1994) reminds us of a statement made by Monroe as he
spoke about the functions of a community college:
..- more and more, the community college is becoming the
educational agency which trains persons for entry into an ever
widening number of skilled jobs jobs which are requiring
increasingly sophisticated technical knowledge. In addition, the
community colleges must retrain employees for new jobs as old
ones become obsolescent. Workers need to be upgraded on
their present job and made ready to transfer to better institutions
(p. 30).
Malstrom (1980) urged community colleges to explore the
personnel needs of local business and industry and then tailor their
programs to satisfy the employers needs. Malstrom indicated the
necessity of repeating the survey every five years in an attempt to
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stay abreast of the changes in computing technology. Cohen and
Brawer (1982) concur with the survey method for curricula analysis
as indicated by the following statement:
Career programs are established with the intention of serving
students by preparing them for employment and serving
industries by supplying them with trained workers. Program need
is ascertained by pursuing employment trends in the local area
and by surveying employers there. Program coordinators are
appointed and advisory committees of trade and employer
representatives established (p. 207).
The research shows that many studies have been conducted
by various organizations and individuals in an attempt to guide
faculty and administrators in the area of curricula development.
A study conducted by the New York City Board of Education
(1991) indicated that businesses in that area are looking for entry
levef computer programmers with at least an associates degree.
Consistent with the literature, the survey showed that employers are
looking to hire those applicants who exhibit strong mathematical
ability and good communication skills. The technical abilities of the
applicants were not as critical to the hiring of an individual into an
entry level position.
Austin (1991) communicates the importance of keeping pace
with the rapidly changing environment:
The rewards for keeping pace are a good fit between the need for
educated computer specialists and the graduates of computer
specialist degree programs; second, meeting the societal

expectation of computer literacy for an increasing number of job
positions and finally, the application of a powerful tool to the
instructional process itself (p. 12).
Oakland Community College surveyed the surrounding community in
an attempt to assess their employment market. The survey results
were merged with the current literature available at that time to
create a new curriculum proposal. The study was conducted in
1989. At that point the research was just beginning to point toward
more complex networked computer systems. This resulted in a
curriculum proposal which emphasized fourth generation languages,
communications, and a multi level systems environment.
Kim (1989) documents a study which captured data from
graduates of vocational programs and their employers. Questions
were asked of the employees in an attempt to ascertain the jobrelated competencies and general education knowledge graduates
should possess in order to succeed and advance in their careers.
Responses from the study indicated the importance of good work
habits, interpersonal skills, communication skills, and problem
solving.
In a more recent study, Reddy (1994) addresses the issue of
the competencies expected of community college completers in the
area of computer information systems. The study included an
analysis of the impact of microcomputer hardware and software on
the computing environment. Reddy stressed the need "to
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understand the job descriptions of the occupations the entry-level
graduates are expected to fill" (p. 35). He concluded that faculty and
administrators ought to study the job descriptions of the occupational
titles for which students are being trained. This will assist instructors
in the modification of computing curricula.
Several organizations have played an active role in the
publication of guidelines for computer studies curricula development.
Notable contributions have been made by the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM), Computer Society of the Institute for
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE-CS) and the Data
Processing Management Association (DPMA). Following is a
summary of the curricula development specifications offered by
these organizations as the result of continual research into the ever
changing computing discipline.
A major influence in the area of curriculum development has
been the ACM. This organization made the first attempt to
standardize computer studies curricula in 1968. At that time they
published a report containing recommendations for academic
programs in computer science. Over the years they have broadened
the scope of curricula to include curricula guidelines for information
systems. The recommended programs have been published by the
ACM and comprise a three volume set: ACM Curricula
Recommendations for Computer Science I, ACM Curricula
Recommendations for Information Systems II, and ACM Curricula
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Recommendations for Related Computer Science Programs in
Vocational-Technical Schools Community and Junior Colleges, and
Health Computing Volume III. Many institutions have curriculums
based on the guidelines offered by the ACM. "The curricula offered
in these guides are well grounded in the theory of computer science,
physics, and math" (Kolatis, 1990, p. 5).
A new set of curricula models is currently under construction
by the ACM. The focus of these new guides is on the two-year
programs in various computing disciplines including: "Computing
Sciences, Computer Support Services, Computing for Information
Processing, Computing and Engineering Technology, Computing for
Other Disciplines" (DPMA, 1994, p. 10).
A curricula model developed jointly by the ACM and the IEE
Computer Society is discussed by Kim (1991). Although the study
focused on a curricula for four year institutions, several concepts can
be applied to the community college curricula. In this report Kim
reminds us of the importance of mathematics in the computer
curriculum and dictates that mathematics courses should be
integrated into the curriculum as a whole, not as isolated
requirements, The task force developing the curriculum emphasize
the importance of the students receiving a broad based computer
education. The committee also recommended that courses be
broken down into knowledge units. "The knowledge units are
intended to contain a coherent set of material ... which are likely to

be taught as a unit ... " (p. 27). These units allow a great deal of
flexibility in generating a curricula tailored to the individual needs of
the institution. This would allow the ample flexibility required for the
curricula in this discipline of rapid change. In this curricula model,
laboratories, both open and closed, are considered essential. The
closed laboratory would have full staffing and required times during
which students would work on more complex assignments which
would be broken down into component parts.
The DPMA recognizes the close ties that community colleges
have to the needs of the local community. This professional data
processing organization has been developing curricula guides for
information systems for several years. It has recently published a
two year curriculum model for information systems professionals.
"This outcome oriented methodology provides a flexibility for
adaptation to technological advancements, as well as ensuring
quality graduates satisfactory to individuals, institutional, industrial,
and community needs and requirements" (DPMA, 1994, p. iii).
One aspect of the model addresses those students seeking to
obtain an Associate of Science Degree in Information Systems. "A
primary requirement of the IS'94 graduate is to be able to apply
communications... problem solving, and information technology skills
to implement information systems in an organizational context" ( p.
4).
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The IS'94 model was derived as a result of a survey of about
1000 programs of Information Systems (Longnecker & Feinstein,
1991). Survey results and studies of recent computing literature
were merged with the IS'90 curricula to create the current model. It
is a model based on the teaching of knowledge units, while adhering
to Bloom's Taxonomy, and strict exit level competencies.
The curriculum specifies the material to be learned and the
sequence in which the individual courses should be offered. "Since it
is the primary goal that graduates of this program function in teams
for the development of information systems (Zutner, 1993), it is
obvious that students must spend much of their time learning to work
and communicate in this mode" (DPMA, 1994, p.19).
This is a most aggressive curricula model. The concepts of
database as well as topics such as expert systems, quality, and
project management are covered in various courses throughout the
curriculum. Recommendations for at least one procedural language
are given. It also calls for courses to be taught in fourth generation
languages. The model suggests special consideration be given to
the inclusion of object-oriented methodology. A programming
language which supports OOP should be taught. The curriculum
should contain units on software productivity tools, CASE tools
technology, and relational technology.
In summary, the IS'94 Two Year Model Curricula is very
ambitious. It encompasses the concepts of Total Quality
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Management with the teaching of fundamental computer concepts
while integrating courses in which oral and written communications
skills are emphasized. The curriculum has depth, breadth and an
eye on the ever-changing technology.
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Chapter 3
Procedures
Introduction
Chapter three presents the procedures used by the author to
assess the computer studies curriculum at Camden County College.
The research methodology is presented in several phases. They
are: Population, Development of the questionnaire, and Procedures.
The first phase of the research, Population, discusses the survey
selection techniques. The next section, Development of the
questionnaire, confers the basis for the development of the
questionnaire and the validation of this research instrument. The
chapter concludes with a section on Procedures, in which a detailed
description of the mechanics of the questionnaire distribution and
collection are given.
Population
A total of 118 subjects were selected from a base of
approximately 850 businesses in the tri-state area (southern New
Jersey, greater Philadelphia area, and northern Delaware). The
sample was chosen at random and consisted of small, medium and
large businesses. The sample population was drawn from two
sources: (1) Chamber of Commerce of Southern New Jersey, and (2)
client listings of computer related businesses obtained from various
computer consulting firms in the tri-state area. The author entered
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the survey base into the computer and used a computerized random
number generator to select the 118 companies to be sampled.
Development of the questionnaire
Similar studies have been conducted by community colleges
across the United States over the last several years. The author
researched several of these projects and compared their purpose to
that of this study. The intent of this research is to assess the
sufficiency of that leg of the computer studies curriculum at Camden
County College which prepares students for immediate entry into
business and industry upon graduation. Thus, it was necessary to
develop an instrument which would ascertain the current and
projected needs of the business market served by Camden County
College (tri-sate area).
A much broader study conducted by Collin Community College
in McKinney, Texas in 1988 closely paralleled the research being
conducted by the author. A copy of the report and accompanying
survey used in the Collin Community College study were obtained
through the ERIC Documentation Reproduction Service. A subset of
this survey was utilized in the development of this instrument.
The questionnaire (Appendix A) developed for this study used
two response modes: (1) forced-response questions (rank order and
nominal scale) and (2) open-ended questions. Respondents were
encouraged to include additional comments concerning their
individual needs. The survey was validated via the jury method.

Procedures
A cover letter (Appendix A) was drafted by the author
explaining the purpose of the survey and its importance to the
advancement of computer studies curricula development at the
community college level. The letter and accompanying
questionnaire were mailed to the person within the organization who
would most likely be in possession of the information being
requested by the survey. The personalized cover letter, survey, and
stamped, addressed return envelope were mailed on January 19,
1995. A deadline of February 15, 1995 for the return of the
completed survey was stated in the cover letter.
On February 20, 1995, a second cover letter (Appendix A) and
copy of the survey were mailed to those businesses that had not yet
responded. A final deadline of March 1, 1995 was indicated in the
cover letter by which to return the completed questionnaires.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of the Data
Introduction
This chapter presents the results of an evaluative study of the
current computer studies curriculum at Camden County College.
The section, Analysis of Survey Results, details the responses of
local businesses in terms of job availability and necessary
qualifications for those graduates possessing an associates degree
in Computer Studies. The data gathering instrument, a
questionnaire, was mailed to 118 companies in southern New
Jersey, northern Delaware, and the greater Philadelphia area.
Twelve surveys were returned as undeliverable. Of the 106
remaining surveys, 57 (54%) were completed and returned. A
comprehensive analysis of the survey data is provided.
Analysis of Survey Results
The survey was comprised of ten questions (Appendix A). it
contained both forced-response and open ended questions.
Following is a presentation of the findings.
Availability of entry level positions. The purpose of the first two
questions was to determine the availability of entry level positions in
the areas of software design and implementation. Question one
asked respondents whether or not they are likely to hire an individual
with an associate degree in Computer Science. The results,
depicted in Figure 4.1, showed that twenty-one per cent of the
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respondents indicated that they would likely hire such an individual.
Forty seven per cent indicated that they might consider hiring, and
thirty two per cent responded that they would be unEikely to hire such
persons. Several respondents commented that they have in recent
years required entry level applicants to possess at least a bachelors
degree. They are now in the process of creating entry level positions
requiring an associate degree.
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Figure 4.1, Likelihood of a business hiring an individuaE possessing
an associate degree,

Question two sought to determine if a company were inclined
to hire entry level individuals with an associate degree, how many
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positions might they fill in any given year. The survey showed that
fifty three percent indicated that they might have available one to two
positions, and five percent indicated three to ten positions would be
filled each year.
Job Titles and Descriptions. As new courses are being
developed and others modified to meet the changing needs of the
job market, it is essential that the community college know what
positions a student might be hired into upon graduation. The
curriculum developers have to know what entry level positions exist
as well as the basic requirements of these positions. Questions
three and four of the questionnaire address the issue of entry level
position titles and job descriptions. A description of these is depicted
in Table 1.
Table 1
A Listing of Entry Level Job Titles and Descriptions
Job Titles
Associate or Entry

Job Descriptions
Development of Requirements

Level Programmer
Programmer Analyst

Development of Functional
Specifications

Application
Programmer Trainee

Application Systems Design
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Table 1, continued
Application Support

Coding from Specifications

Specialist_
Data Analyst

Application Testing

ProFect Leader

Core components of the Computer Studies curriculum. Charts
one. two and three depict the responses of business and industry as
they relate to the importance of an entry level employee possessing
knowledge in each of the areas currently being taught in the
curriculum, Questions five and six were closed form questions which
required the parties to rank order their responses in terms of
importance of each subject area to their individual organizations.
Overall, the respondents indicted a high level of interest in most
subject areas presented. Chart 1 presents the results of the rank
ordering of programming languages. COBOL is still the most
desired language, followed by C language. FORTRAN and
Assembly are the least important language for an applicant to
possess in seeking employment in these companies. Chart 2
depicts the criticality of the fundamental computer science courses.
All of these courses were deemed important by the respondents.
Chart 3 shows that local industry considers mathematics and English
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composition courses an important and necessary part of a Computer
Studies curriculum.
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Operating Environments. In questions seven through nine of the
survey, companies indicated the percentage of their organizations
software development that it allocates to various types of computers,
operating systems, and programming languages. Question seven
asked respondents to state the percentage (out of 100%) of their
software development being performed on various computer
hardware. The data, presented in Table 2, shows that 56 percent of
the software development is being performed on mainframe
computers, PC Based computers are used for 29 per cent of the
software development process. The use of minicomputers and UNIX
for software development by these companies is minimal.
Table 2
Types of Computers used for Development Purposes

Type of Computer

Percentage of Development

Mainframe

56

PC Based

29

Minicomputer

9

UNIX

6
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Question eight asked respondents to indicate the percentage
of their software development being conducted under the various
operating systems. The results are depicted in Table 3. MVS is
used by these companies for an average of forty-one percent of their
development process. MS-DOS is currently being used for nineteen
per cent of the development process.

Table
Operating Systems Used for Development Purposes

Operating System

Percentage of Development

MVS

41

MS-DOS

19

VM

13

UNiX

12

VMS

8

Other

7
Question nine required responding companies to indicate the

percentage of their software development process being completed
using various programming languages. The data shows that many

programming languages are used in the development process.
Following is a list of those languages currently being utilized by
these companies (most used to least used):
- COBOL

oC
vVISUAL

BASIC

C++

* pU1
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
*FORTRAN

The organizations responding indicated that they were not
currently using either PASCAL or ADA for development purposes.
Emerging Technologies. In question ten of the survey,
companies were asked to indicate their level of need fur entry-level
employees possessing knowledge and skills in several.areas of
emerging technology. Charts seven and eight show that there is a
high level of interest in each of the topics presented.
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The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate any special
concerns or needs of their organization, pertaining to the hiring of an
entry level individual into their organization. Following is a summary
of those responses.
*

Please teach them basic reading and writing skills.
Many candidates have excellent technical credentials,
but completely lack basic communications skilis.
Schools should offer a course to directly address the
client/server system design.
It is time for schools to begin the migration to fourth
generation programming languages such as NATURAL.
You must teach a course in Novell LAN engineering and
administration.
Schools must add emphasis to the BASICS. This
includes EXCEL BASIC, VISUAL BASIC and ACCESS
BASIC.
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Chapter 5
Summary of the Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations for
Further Study
Introduction
Chapter five concludes the Camden County College Computer
Studies curriculum assessment study. The first section, Summary of
the Findings, provides a synopsis of the study. The section,
Conclusions, state the conclusions drawn by the author as a result of
this study and the final section, Recommendations for Further Study,
include suggestions for broadening the scope of the study for future
analysis of curricula.
Summary of the Findings
The purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of
the Computer Studies curriculum at Camden County College in
meeting the needs of local business and industry.
A survey of 118 computer based businesses in a tri-state area
was conducted. The questionnaire consisted of ten questions and
had two purposes. The first several questions of the survey
assessed the availability of entry level positions for those individuals
possessing an associates degree in Computer Studies. The
remainder of the survey focused on the qualifications necessary to
obtain any such positions. Core components of the Computer
Studies curriculum at Camden County College were presented to the
respondents and they were asked to evaluate the offerings of these
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courses in terms of importance to their organization. Fifty-four
percent of the surveys were completed and returned.
The author conducted additional research in several areas of
evolving technology including: CASE Tools technology, Objectoriented Programming, Client/Server Systems, Hypermedia,
Database programming, Information Systems, and Graphical User
Interface. This task was performed as a means of obtaining a
comprehensive overview of the technological changes occurring in
this field.
An analysis of the survey data relating to the current Computer
Studies curriculum was conducted. These findings coupled with the
author's research led to the conclusion that Camden County College
should update their Computer Studies curriculum. The Personal
Computer track of the Computer Studies curriculum is adequately
meeting the needs of local industry. All courses currently being
offered in this course of study were considered important by the
respondents. Survey results also indicated that all areas of evolving
technology researched by the author were considered important to
local industry. Each of these areas should be introduced in various
courses throughout the curriculum.
Conclusions
The data from the survey was tabulated and charted by the
author. The author then compared these results with the current
Computer Studies curriculum offered by Camden County College.

'7

The researcher determined that the course of study currently offered
at Camden County College is sound. However, both the companies
responding to the questionnaire and the current literature suggest
that technology is rapidly changing. It is time to address these
changes by modifying the current curriculum. Several factors must
be considered when modifying a curriculum based on a rapidly
advancing field. One must be sure to recognize the time and effort
involved in creating new courses. There is a lag time between the
onset of the development of the courses and the final approval and
offering of such courses. Any new courses being constructed must
be developed with these constraints in mind. The revised curriculum
must be flexible. It should be organized in such a way that courses
may be removed from the current curriculum and new ones inserted
without affecting the balance of the curriculum. Both faculty and
administrators must be made aware of the continual need of the
curriculum to keep pace with the changing needs of local industry.
The researcher recommends the instruction of C++ as a
required course in the Computer Studies curriculum, This would
allow an introduction to the concepts of object-oriented programming
at the community college level. This course could take the place of
C Programming, already a component of the curriculum. An offering
of a course in Visual Basic would afford students an introduction to
the concepts of Graphical User Interface.

Camden County College should offer a course in concepts of
database management. This course would teach the fundamental
concepts of database processing and its importance to information
systems storage and retrieval. Students completing this course
would have a firm understanding of each of the database models:
hierarchic, network, and relational. Research shows that most
organizations use database management systems. Exposure to
these concepts is essential.
Research suggests the inclusion of a closed laboratory in
which students work on more complex assignments, broken down
into component parts. This laboratory course would serve as the
capstone course of the curriculum. Laboratory assignments would
be more complex than those offered in individual classroom
assignments. Assignments completed in this course would provide
students with more realistic expectations of projects completed by
those occupying entry-level industry positions. The laboratory
assignments would be administered by a faculty member who would
remain inthe laboratory with students. This course would provide
students the opportunity to analyze a problem, devise a solution,
implement, and test their solution. Students would also be required
to provide completed documentation for all aspects of the project.
Students would utilize skills and methodology previously developed
in other courses throughout their learning experience.

The inclusion of new courses into an already crowded
curriculum is difficult. Faculty must have the technical depth and
breadth to develop and instruct the new courses. This means that
the computer science faculty must stay abreast of the technological
changes occurring in this field. Administrators must provide faculty
the time and opportunity to remain current in this field.
Recommendations for Further Study
The author recommends that this study be replicated on a
greater scale and that it be repeated on a regular basis. It is
fundamental that the community colleges have a clear understanding
of the needs of its employment market. Collaboration of such
studies among community colleges throughout the state would lead
to a program that is sound on a statewide basis.
The Computer Studies curriculum must be flexible to meet the
ever-changing requirements of business and industry. The field is
rapidly advancing and the courses offered by these institutions must
change in response. Follow-up studies of community college
graduates is also important. Invaluable information can be obtained
as to positions obtained by the graduates and the requirements of
these positions. Graduates of Camden County College can provide
much needed information about both adequacies and inadequacies
of the program.
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Appendix A
Cover Letters and Questionnaire

January 22, 1995
Mr. James S. Jones
ABC Company
123 Cherry Lane
Anytown, PA 12345
Dear Mr. Jones:

Camden County College strives to offer quality educational programs to
all students. Our programs are carefully designed to meet both the needs
of our students and those of the local job market.
Your responses to this survey will assist us in obtaining a more complete
picture of the rapidly changing computer field. All responses to the survey
will be kept in confidence.
Thank-you for your time in completing this survey. Please route the
survey to the appropriate individual within your organization for
completion. Input from employers is a most valuable resource in the
continual improvement of our educational offerings. Please return the
completed survey in the enclosed envelope by February 14, 195. Ifyou
have any questions regarding this survey, please contact Rose Boiano at

(609) 768-9135.
Sincerely,

Rose Boiano

February 20, 1995
Mr. James S. Jones
ABC Company
123 Cherry Lane
Anytown, PA 12345
Dear Mr. Jones:
You should have recently received a business computer programming
survey in the mail, Your response to this survey will assist us in obtaining
a more complete employment picture of the computer field. No employer
will be identified in the results of this survey and all responses will be kept
in confidence.
I have enclosed a second copy of this survey. Thank-you for taking a few
minutes to complete it. Input from employers is a valuable resource in the
continual improvement of our educational offerings. Please return the
completed questionnaire in the enclosed envelope by March 1,1995. If
you have already completed and mailed the business computer
programming survey, please disregard.
it you have any questions regarding this survey, please call Rose Boiano
at (609) 768 9135.
Sincerely,

Rose Boiano

CAMDEN COUNTY COLLEGE
BUSINESS SURVEY:
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PERSONNEL NEEDS
Camden County College offers an Associate in Applied Science Degree (AAS) in Computer Studies. Please answer all
questions asked about this program in terms of the needs of your individual company.
nf rennmhanv:

Namr

''~''"

'"

Address:

"'"""'''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

--

--

Job Title:

Respondent:

1 In general. are you or your company likely to employ an individual with a two-year associate degree in Comrputer
Software development for software design and/or as a programmer?
_

likely

_

unlikely

might

2. It you wouId employ such graduates, how many individuals might you hire per year?
N/A

3-10

1-2

3. What are the title(s) of such position(s) to be filled

more than 10

'

4. Please give a brief job description for such positions) (Use back of page if necessary).

5. Below are courses which Camden County College currently offers as core components of its AAS Degree Program in
Computer Studies. Please rate each course from 1 to 5 according to its relative importance in the hiring of an entry [evel
employee in your company (5 = most important, 1 - least important).

_

_

BASIC programming

Economics

Cand UNiX programming

ACcounting
English Composition

COBOL programming
PASCAL programming

FORTRAN programming
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE programming
Data Structures and Algorithms

Programming Logic
Introduction to Management

Algebra
Finite Math
Calculus
Systems Analysis & Design
Introduction to Business

6. Below is a list of courses currently offered in the personal computer track of the Computer Studies AAS degree
program at Camden County CoElege. This program offers a choice to individuals who wish to work with computers but do
not desire employment as computer programmers on a large mainframe computer. Please rate each course from 1 to 5
according to its relative importance to an entry level employee in your organization (5= most important, 1 = least
important).
Programming Logic
Intro to Word Processing
Advanced Basic Programming
Introduction to Business

intro to Computer Programming
Computer Concepts
_

Keyboarding

Database Management
Lotus 123

System Analysis and Design

__

Algebra

Introduction to Management

Applied Finite Math
___

_

Applied Calculus

Economics

Accounting

English Composition

For the items in questions 7 - 9, give the percentage (out of 100) that your company would allot to each item, as it is used
for development purposes.
7. Type of Computer(s):
_%
__%

PC based

Type:

mainframe

Type:

% minicomputer
% UNEX based server

Type:
Type:

8. Operating system(s):
% MS DOS
_%

_% VMS
%UNIX Type:_
% Other Type:

MVS
%VM

9 Operative language(s):
_/%

Pascal

C

% Cobol

Fortran

% PLI

Other

% C++

_% Basic

% Ada
_%

Assembly

10. Please indicate your level of need or interest in entry level employees possessing knowledge and skills in each of the
following areas, (5 = most important, 1 = least important):

_
_
_
_

Case Tools Technology programming
Fourth generation Languages (FOCUS, SQL)
Clien Server Technology
Object Oriented Programming (Small Talk, C++, )
Graphical User Interface (Visual Basic)
Database Management Concepts
Computer Communications Concepts

Please use the back of this page to respond with any additional comments or suggestions
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Abstract

Brown, Kathleen M.

An Administrative Internship in
Notre Dame Regional School,
Newfield/Landisville,
N.J.,
1994 - 1995
Advisor: Dr. Mario J. Tomei
Educational

Administration

Department, Rowan College of
New Jersey
An administrative internship was served at Notre Dame Regional School
from May 1994 through June 1995. The internship provided an opportunity for

the intern to gain a working knowledge of the leadership and management skills
needed by elementary school administ

The experience focused on six

major areas: cumculum, teaching and learning, pupil personnel and
administration, organization and management, utilization of staff, and routine
tasks.

The major project tasks include the development of strategies for the
implementation of whole language; the preparation of lesson observations and

conferences with teachers; the development of a before school and after school
care program for students; the direction and preparation of a school newsletter;
the development of a master schedule for the 1994 - 1995 school year; and the
design and development of a school calendar/handbook.

Mini-Abstract

Brown, Kathleen M.

An Administrative Internship in
Notre Dame Regional School
Newfield/Landisville,
N.Ji.
1994 -1995.
Advisor: Dr. Mario J. Tomei
Educational
Administration
Department, Rowan College of
New Jersey

The purpose of this administrative internship served at Notre Dame
Regional School was to provide an opportunity for the intern to gain knowledge
of the leadership and management skills needed by elementary school
administrators. Recommendations were made to continue to revise and update
existing curriculum guides; to continue to offer a before and after school care
program; to continue the preparation of a school newsletter, and to continue to
design and develop a yearly school calendar/handbook.
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Chapter 1
Internship Setting

Purpose
The grade school principalship is a highly complex and dynamic position
demanding skills and expertise in many areas. This internship offers the learner
opportunities to develop principal competencies in initiating and responding to
change, decision making, support for instruction and learning, human relations
and morale, evaluating school processes and products and responding to
problem situations.
The intern completed six projects in areas of administrative practice:
curriculum, teaching and learning, pupil personnel administration, organization
and management, utilization of staff, and routine tasks There were objectives
cited for each area and competencies attained from the experiences.
The mternship took place at Notre Dame Regional School. Notre Dame
has two locations

Grades one through four are held on Church Street in

Newfield and grades five through eight are held on Central Avenue in
LandisviUle, New Jersey. Both locations house a pre-school and Kindergarten.
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The intern, Kathleen M. Brown, is the current principal of Noire Dame.
Monsignor Dominic Bottino is the Administrator and the inter's mentor.
The communities of Newfield and Landisville, the school district of the
Diocese of Camden, Notre Dame Regional School, and the staff and students

will be discussed i this chapter.

The Communities of Newfield and Landisville
The town of Newfield was established in 1866 by a
cooperative effort of three major land owners. The town, with an area of 1.5

square miles, was centered around the local railway. In February of 1924,
Newield was incorporated as a borough and officially separated from Franklin
Township in May of that year. According to the Census of Population and
Housing, (Newfield Borough, 1990, p,3), Newfield had a population of 1,592.
They are approximately 95% white, 2% black, 1% Hispanic, 1% Am. Indian,
and 1% other. The median household income is $36,711.

The majority of

families own their home with a value range from $60,000 to $125,000. Of the
labor force, which is well mixed with blue and white collar workers, 4.32% are

unemployed.
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The borough is governed by a Mayor, Everett E. Marshall I, who is
elected to a four year term and six Councilmen elected to three year terms. They
are currently Marjorie Miller, Joseph Curcio I, Bill Quigley, Bob Moynihan,
Mack Magee, and Pelix Girone. The council is divided with three Republicans,
three Democrats and an Independent Mayor. Civic organizations include the
Kiwanis Club, The Women of Today, the Jaycees, the Ambulance Corps, the
Fire Department and the American Legion. Present industry consists of small
manufacturers and service industries.

andsville. The town of Landisville, centered around the Vineland/New
Jersey Southern Railway, was established in the 1860's by Charles K. Landis.
In 1867, Landisville was included with several small, neighboring towns into
Buena Vista Township. In 1949, the two towns of Landisville and Minotola
seceded Buena Vista Township and became the Borough of Buena (Buena
Vista, 1967, p. 5).
Located on the Wester tip of Atlantic County, the Borough has an area

of 7,9 square miles. It is governed by a Mayor, currently Gene A Iannette, who
is elected to a four year term. Two council members are elected each year for

a three year terrn

with a total of six members serving on council

Those
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currently serving are Joseph Barufi, Joseph Rosemont, Joseph Speziali, Joseph
Santagata, Gary Martinelli, and Rosalie Baker. The Mayor and five Councilmen
are Republican, the remaining Councilman is a Democrat. Civic organizations
include the American Legion, the Ambulance Corps and the Fire Department.

Present industry consists of apparel manufacturing, truck farming, food
processing and service industries. According to the New Jersey State Data
Center, the Borough is approximately 60% white, 20% black, and 20%
Hispanic. As of 1990, the Borough had an estimated population of 4,441. The
per capita income is approximately $23,763 with an unemployment rate of 3.9%

(Prudential Securities Incorporated, 1991, p. 6).

The CamdenDiocesan School District
The Diocese ofCamden The Diocese of Camden is one of five dioceses

in the State of New Jersey and consists of the six southernmost counties of the
State of New Jersey. It was established in 1937 and is under the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction of the Bishop of Camden. The Most Reverend James T. McHugh
is the current Bishop of Camden He has been in office since 1988. All offices
are located at the Camden Diocesan Center, at 1845 Haddon Avenue in
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Camden, New Jersey.
In this six county area - Atlantic, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland,
Salem and Gloucester - are found Catholic elementary schools, diocesan high
schools, and private high schools sponsored by religious communites. They are
united in possessing a Catholic philosophy of education, they follow the same
general curriculum, and look to the Office of the Superintendent of Schools of
the Diocese of Camden for service and leadership.
Governance.

The Bishop, as chief pastor of all the parishes in the

Diocese, has full authority for the policies and practices of all the schools within
the Diocese. He is the chief officer in the educational structure.
It is the prerogative of the Bishop alone to open or close schools. The
right of the Bishop, or his delegate, to visit any and all schools of the Diocese
flows from the responsibility of the Bishop, as chief teacher of religion in the
Diocese, as stated in Canon 1382 (Canon Law, 1983, p. 499).
The Diocesan School Board is composed of appointed members of the
diocese - not more than nine priests or religious along with not more than fifteen
lay members - who are responsible to the Bishop in an advisory capacity. The
Board's authority includes the entire diocesan school system. The purpose of
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the Diocesan School Board is to develop and define the policies which, after
approval by the Bishop of the diocese, shall govern the operation of the
diocesan schools. Members represent various regions of the diocese and
therefore they bring to bear a broad spectrum of opinion upon educational
policy. Board officers consist of a President, Vice President and Secretary.
Each serves a two year term with the President's and Vice-President's term
staggered so they complete their terms in alternate years.
The Secretary for Education is appointed by the Bishop and is responsible
for promoting mutual collaboration and esteem among five departments. He
coordinates, supports and presents a cohesiveness of purpose in all religious

education programs by analyzing needs, establishing priorities, setting goals,
and determining future direction. The five departments are: Superintendent of
Schools (Catholic Elementary and Secondary), Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine/Adult Religious Education, Family Life Bureau, Special Education,
and Campus Ministry.
The Superintendent of Schools is appointed by the Bishop and is directly
responsible to him for the successful administration and supervision of the
schools. He represents the Bishop in educational matters and is charged with
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the duty of interpreting and putting into effect the educational policies approved
by the Bishop. Under the Bishop, his authority extends over all the elementary
and secondary schools which are within the geographic limits of the Diocese.
It is the function of the Superintendent of Schools to set up and put into
operation the means necessary for carrying out the Catholic educational
program.

This

includes development of the curriculum, teacher training

programs, and the establishment of the necessary committees to carry on this
work. It also includes school visitations by representatives from the Diocesan
School Office. He establishes procedures for checking on plant maintenance
and improvement through periodic visitation. He must interpret the Catholic
educational program to the community. This includes a program of public
relations through which the educational program is explained to other
educational agencies, civic organizations, etc. The Superintendent must
establish proper methods for analysis and evaluation of entire programs. This
includes research for study of the curriculum and testing program, teachers'
institutes, meetings to discuss and report on school matters, and evaluation of
teaching personnel through competent supervision. He must report to the
Bishop with recommendations on the school program so that the status may be
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appraised and evaluated and the further development of the educational program
can be planned (Diocese of Camden, 1988, p. 206).
Along with the Superintendent, Religious Supervisors are appointed by
their major rehgious superiors to visit and render professional counsel to the

schools staffed by their respective communities. They are concerned with
evaluating the over-all situation in a school, raising the standards of teaching
and keeping the schools in conformity with diocesan policies and practices The

religious supervisor submits a copy of his/her report to the Diocesan School
Office for each school visited.
Assistant Superintendents are accountable for supervision of the

educational progress ofDiocesan Schools and are to assist and advise the efforts
of the school principals and pastors m meeting their administrative
accountabilities. The current Supenntendent, Dr. David T. Coghlan has three
Assistant Superintendents. Sister St. Eugene, OSF is Assistant Superintendent
in charge of Educational Services and Curriculum. Sister Stella Lutz, SSJ, is

Assistant Superintendent in charge of Lay Personnel and Government
Programs. Sister Antoine Therese, MM, is Assistant Superintendent in charge
of Religious Education and Marketing.
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The Assistant Superintendent in charge of Educational Services and
Curriculum is responsible for acting as administrative advisor and consultant to
the Superintendent of Schools. Sister St. Eugene assists and advises the efforts
of the elementary school principals m meetmng their administrative
acountabilities. She also assists, facilitates and evaluates the elementary school
principal and teachers and helps them to implement the educational services
provided by the Diocesan office. Sister St Eugene assists the elementary and
secondary sachools in evaluating and improving the curriculum and teachinglearning process.

She provides leadership in the planning, developing,

implementing and coordination of a diocesan K-12 continuous progress, valuecentered curriculum. Sister St. Eugene also performs other tasks and assumes

other accountabilities delegated by Dr. Coghlan, the Superintendent, from time
to time. Sister St. Eugene coordinates and administers the four regional Teacher
Centers. She also publishes the annual school calendar in consideration of the
needs and local conditions of the schools in the diocese and sets up an activities
calendar for the secretarial staff and local principals.
Pertaining to the area of personnel, the assistant superintendent for lay
personnel and government programs is responsible to screen all elementary and
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secondary applicants, secure qualified applicants and make determinations
regarding proper pay scale placement by evaluating the number of credits
toward a degree, teaching experience, etc. Sister Stella must also see that all
diocesan policies concerning lay personnel are followed. Pertaining to the area
of government programs, Sister Stella is to inform all schools of available
programs. Sister Stella represents the Diocese of Camden on the State Advisory
Board for Title I and 1I, represents the Diocese in negotiation with school
districts dealing with Title I, and coordinates Diocesan Title ll applications. She

endeavors to expand participation of schools in present programs. She assists
schools with the provisions of the New Jersey State Aid Bill and coordinates
reimbursement under State Aid to non-public education programs.
The Assistant Superintendent in charge of Religious Education is
responsible to act as administrative adviser and consultant to the Superintendent
of Schools, Sister Antoine assists and facilitates the elementary and secondary
school principals in meeting their administrative accountabilities in the area of
religious education. She assists, facilitates and evaluates the efforts of both
elementary and secondary schools n developing and umplementing sound and
effective religious education programs. Sister Antoine helps create in each

school a Christian educational community where human culture and knowledge
enlightened and enlivened by faith is shared among teachers and students in a
spirit of responsible freedom and love (iocese
Enrollment.

of Camden, p. 207).

Nationally, the total Catholic school enrollment is

approximately 2.6 million students. The number has stabilized for the past five
years and includes an increase of 17,000 in the 1992-1993 academic year
(Aqulla, 1994, p.61).
From 1990 to 1992, enrollment in elementary schools in the Diocese of
Camden dropped from 15,799 to 15,300 students. Since 1992, there has been
a steady increase in enrollment to current levels of 15,645 (Diocese of Camden,
1994, p.10). According to the National Assessment of Education Progress Test
of the Federal Government (Coleman-Hoffer Report, 1987, p.32), Catholic
school students excelled other students by an average of 4.5% in math, 4.8% in
science, and 12.5% in reading. The graduation rate is 95% with 83% of

students going on to college. According to the Coleman-Hoffer Report, parents'
participation, rigorous academics, consistent value - not selectivity, and
compensation for family deficiencies make Catholic schools more effective m
academic achievement, higher test scores, and lower drop-out rates (p.10).

Enrollment is expected to increase as Catholic schools continue to have
favorable reports in academics and discipline.
Of the 8,500 Catholic Schools nationwide, 74 are:part of the Camden
Diocese. The Diocese includes 63 elementary schools; nine urban, 46 suburban
and eight rural. There are 11 secondary schools; three urban, five suburban and
three rural. The ethnic profile of all students is approximately 8% Black, 5%
Hispanic, 3% Asian, less than .04% Native American and 84%1 others. In the
elementary schools there are 742 full time teachers, of which 38 are male, 589
are female and 115 are female religious. There are 205 part time teachers of
which 14 are male, 148 are female, and 41 are female religious

In the

secondary schools there are 331 full time teachers of which 134 are male, 155
are female, 20 are male religious and 22 are female religious. There are 10 part
time teachers of which two are male, four are female, one is male religious, and
three are female religioas (Diocese of Camden, 1994, p. 1).
Catholic Elementary Schools in the Camden Diocese require religious
education as well as all courses required by the State of New Jersey. Reading,
English, math, science, social studies, family life, physical education, health, art
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and music are required subjects. The Diocese supports the concept of "Whole
Language" teaching and encourages its practice, allowing the teachers to select
the strategies that will meet the needs of their students. The Diocese encourages
co-curricular programs, according to the need and capabilities of each school.
The Secondary Contracted Teacher's Organization is the high school
union that represents full and part-time employees who work over 20 hours a
week. The SCTO was formed ten years ago, m 1984. In September of 1994,
the high school teachers went on stike for a week due to unresolved
negotiations over the moral wording of their contracts. The elementary teachers
are not unionized due to the parochial nature of each of the schools.

Notre Dame Regional School

In September of 1994, St. Rose of Lima School, Newfield, and Our Lady
of Victories School, Landisville, merged, becoming Notre Dame Regional
School. Both schools were facing financial difficulties, and it was believed that
by joining forces a better, more fiancially stable school would emerge. With
direction and advice from the Diocese, all income was centralized and fund

raising efforts were combined. Since the merger, the school has acheived a
superior academic program which has in turn led to an increase in enrollment.
St. Rose of Lima Elementary School in Newfield was established in 1956
in the vacant church, as a new church had been built in 1946. The school was
under the direction of the Daughters of Mercy and consisted of five classrooms,
one office, and one set of lavatories, but was later increased to seven
classrooms. In 1978, a kitchen, library and Kindergarten were opened in the old
convent. In 1988, a $400,000 addition of three classrooms and one set of

lavatories was added to the existing school to accomodate an increase in
enrollment. hI 1991, a Pre-K class was established in the old convent and the
Kindergarten and library were moved to the school building.

In 1994,

construction began on a $65,000 all-purpose room to serve as a gym and

cafeteria.
Our Lady of Victories Regional School in Landisville was dedicated on
September 18, 1960. The original school was under the direction of the Sisters
of St. Joseph of Peace and consisted of five classrooms (Our Lady of Victories,
1960, p. 5). In 1967, existing rooms were divided to accommodate eight grades.
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In 1969, three rooms and office space were added to the building, followed
shortly after by an all-purpose room with stage and kitchen. In 1982, a full-day
Kindergarten was established in the neighboring convent. In 1993, the Sisters

of St. Joseph of Peace moved out of the convent, leaving room for the
establishment of a Pre-K program.
Both locations, Landisville and Newfield, remain open after the merger
and both continue to house a Pre-K and a Kindergarten program. Grades one
through four are held m the Newfield building and grades five through eight are

held in Landisville. Along with seven classrooms, the Landisville building has
a science lab, an art/music room and a library/computer room. The Newfield

building has nine classrooms, a library/computer room, and an art/music room
with a gym/cafeteria currently under construction. Each location now has a
before and after school care program. Children are supervised by one female
staff member. Improvements are being made in both buildings to enhance the
educational program offered and increase Notre Dame's appeal.
Administration. The school, being regionalized, is under the direction of
seven pastors. They are: Monsignor Bottino from Our Lady of Victories,
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Landisville; Fr. Chiavello from St. Michael's, Minotola; Fr Bober from Our
Lady of the Lakes, Collings Lakes; Fr. Tumosa from St. Rose of Lima,
Newfield; Fr. Hope from St Mary, Malaga;

Fr. Minnitti from St. Ann's,

Elmer; and Fr. Collins from Nativity Church, Franklinville Father Tumosa, in
his first year at Newfield and Monsignor Bottino, in his third year at Landisville,
are the on-site administrators. One Principal, (the Intern) who is in her second
year, shares her time between the two locations. The pastor is the spiritual

leader and administrative head of the parish and its extension, the school. It is
his duty to insist that the religious dimension as defined by the Congregation for
Catholic Education (1992, p. 44), that is the spiritual formation and sacramental

preparation of the students, be of primary concern and that all policies and
procedures of the Office of Education be observed. He has the responsibility,

together with the people of his parish, for the finances of the school which
includes salaries, adequate educational supplies and equipment, custodial care
and physical maintenance, and improvement of the school buildings. Any
matter beyond ordinary school routine is to be referred to him by the school
principal so that decisions can be made collaboratively.
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In an authentic attempt to bring faith to a living
consciousness in the hearts of all people, the Catholic school seeks to fully
integrate truth and values with the rest of life.
Notre Dame School has as its mission to prepare students for the fullness
of life through the pursuit of truth and goodness. The goals have been adopted
from those offered in the Declaration of Catholic Education; "...to inspire
students with the Spirit of Christ; to help develop the gifts and talents of each
student; to direct all students to become involved in transforming their world
into the Kingdom of God" (Congregation for Catholic Education, p. 36).
The faculty and staff, with strong parental cooperation and support,
endeavor to fulfill this mission in an atmosphere of firm but loving discipline
and mutual respect.
Finally, this faculty, with dedication to this mission provides for the total
development of each student spiritually, intellectually, socially and physically
m an environment which proclaims and promotes the teachings of Jesus Chnst
(Vatican II Documents, 1982, paragraph No. 9) This development is achieved

through the following objectives:

IS

1. To promote Christian ideals through Catholic Education in order to
strengthen attitudes and behavior dealing with Spiritual, Social and
Moral issues.
2. To see that self discipline and mutual respect become a part of the
child's behavior.
3 To encourage parents to become knowledgeable about, and take a
keen interest in all phases of the school curriculum by their
involvement and commitment.
4. To foster an active spirit of cooperation between teacher and parents.
5. To guide the child in developing a responsible attitude towards himself
and others. (Notre Dame Regional School Calendar, p. 1)
This philosophy is the driving force behind Notre Dame Regional School.
All decisions concerning academics, discipline, and daily operations are made
with the promotion of these ideals in mind.

Notre Dame School Staff
The Prici

lrThe Principal is the spiritual and instructional leader of the

school and is responsible for its effective operation as an educational institution.
Moreover, the Catholic school, being distinctive in its religious dimension calls
the principal together with his/her staff to:
a. provide an educational climate permeated by the gospel spirit of

freedom and love.
b. guide the students in such a way that personality development goes
hand in hand with the development ofthe "new creature" that each
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one has become through baptism.
o relate all of human culture to the good news of salvation so that the
light of faith will illumine everything that the students will
gradually come to learn about the world, about life, and about the
human person (Diocese of Camden, 1988, p. 302).
To accomplish this task, the vision that is Catholic school education must
be shared not only by the principal and the school community but also by the
pastor, parish staff and parish community, by parents and guardians of the
students, and by diocesan staff. The mission of the school is truly and
authentically a part of the parish mission of unity and reconciliations.
As an administrator, the Principal conducts more than 100 daily activities
Approximately twenty-six percent of her time is spent in prearranged meetings.
Miss Brown is expected to work closely with the pastor(s) and faculty to
achieve a climate and program that fosters Christian growth and formation
within the total school community, particularly through the study and
implementation of the Church's document on Catholic education.

She

cooperates with the Diocesan Board of Education, the Superintendent of
Schools, and the pastor(s) in the administration of the school within diocesan
and stated policies and regulations. The Principal fosters good relationships
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with pastor(s), public authorities, parents, teachers, and pupils. She meets with
the pastor(s) on a regularly scheduled basis for discussing the operation of the

school and for resolving concerns relevant to its operation. She collaborates
with the pastor(s) in interviewing and hiring prospective teachers who have been
approved by the Diocesan Schools Office. She serves as a:member of the PTA

Executive Board, is present for all PTA meetings, and insures teacher
attendance at PTA meetings. Approximately fifteen percent of the Principal's

time is concerned with routine office duties. The Principal actively recruits
students for the school and is responsible to inform the pastor of new pupils who
are to be registered in school, admits all new pupils and obtains the scholastic

and health records of all new students as soon as possible. She must keep a file
for each student which contains a permanent record card and cumulative
records. She is responsible to maintain discipline in the school and to insure

that suspensions and/or expulsions are carried out only with approval of the
pastor(s) and in accord with diocesan guidelines. She plans monthly fire drills

and keeps records of date and time. She assumes responsibility for early
dismissal of any pupil for illness or other reason. She accepts responsibility for
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government finded programs and insures adherence to guidelines established
for the use of materials purchased and all available services. She must prepare

an instructional budget annually and maintain an adequate supply of materials.
She is responsible to oversee the maintenance of the building in regard to
health, safety, and well being of the students and teachers. Approximately nine
percent of her day is spent on the telephone with parents, pastors, the Diocesan
Office, and others concerning educational and maintenance matters. Another
fifteen percent of her day is spent dealing with unexpected problems and
unannounced meetings.
In the area of supervision and instruction, the Principal is expected to
promote the professional growth of teachers by planning professional and
spiritual m-service opportunities, by helping teachers define goals for

themselves, by informal and formal observation and supervision, and by
following the diocesan policy for evaluation of teachers. Approximately twentyfive percent of her time is spent in deliberate encounters with teachers and
students

Miss Brown makes every effort to know each teacher personally

through private chats and joining the faculty for lunch. In order to become
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personally involved with the students, Miss Brown initiates conversations and
participates in classroom and playground activities. She discusses individual
student progress with teachers and parents as needed. She cooperates with the
Office of Religious Education and the DRE in providing preparation for the
reception of sacraments. She must hold faculty meetings regularly in order to

insure collaboration in planning the school program. She checks and signs
lesson plans weekly. She is responsible for procuring equipment and materials
necessary for departments to carry out their educational mandate and to
prioritize and oversee the distribution of such equipment. She attempts to foster
professional milieu which will draw the faculty and entire school community to
educational growth She is expected to develop and update parent and faculty
bandbooks. She must develop curriculum in collaboration with staff and in

keeping with diocesan guidelines. She utilizes the standardized testing program
of the diocese to improve instruction and monitor student outcomes. She
provides leadership in guiding the faculty and school community through the
Middle States Evaluation and Planning Process. She must insure that faculty

teach human sexuality in compliance with the Diocese of Camden's Guidelines
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for Education in Human Sexuality. The remaining nine percent of her time is
spent enroute between the two building locations, (Newfield and Landisville)
to and from various off-site meetings, and of course, to and from home.
Notre Dame's principal was hired in 1993 for her first position as a
principal

Previously, she taught 7th and Sth grade for five years, the most

recent two in Brigantine, NJ, the latter three in Philadelphia, PA. She graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts fronm Immaculata College, in Immaculata, PA She is
currently completing her Masters in Elementary Administration at Rowan
College in Glassboro, NJ. For further information, refer to Biographical Data,
page 190.
Religion Coordinator. Each elementary school principal appoints a

religion curriculum coordinator from among the school faculty. This teacher
communicates on-going developments in the area of religious education to the
faculty and serves as liaison with both parish(es) and school community
The religion coordinator works directly with the assistant superintendent
for religious education and is responsible for communicating diocesan programs

and guidelines to the principal and teachers.
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The coordinator meets with the principal, pastor(s) and parish DRE/CRE
to plan and meet local needs in the areas related to religion curriculum. These
include curriculun content sacramental programs, liturgical planning, service
areas in which the students can be involved beyond the school community,
calendar events and other local concerns. In addition, the religion coordinator
informs other religion teachers on the faculty of local resources and relevant
programs, and plans and executes programs i religious education for the school
community
The religion coordinator has the following qualfications:
1. Ability to work with people and to initiate, plan, and implement
programs of religious education for the school in conjunction with
the faculty, principal, DRE/CRE, and pastor(s).
2. Willingness to grow professionally as a religion educator either
through formal studies, diocesan workshops, and/or catechist
formation offerings.
3. Availability to serve as coordinator for a minimum of two years
(Diocese of Camden, 1988, p.303).
Teachers. Teachers are charged to coordinate specific areas of school
functions and the curriculum, so as to assist the principal in textbook selection,
scheduling, budgeting, and any other input requested. Charges include religion,

reading, language arts, math, science, social studies, music, art physical
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education, computers, sacramental preparation, contests, student council,
yearbook, safety patroL missions, Iowa testing, and marketing. A Head Teacher
is appointed to handle any emergencies or discipline problems if the principal
is not available.

In addition to teaching and celebrating Christian values in work and
sacrament, other duties of the teacher are:
a. To share the principal's authority by observing and enforcing all school
b.
c.

d.

e.

regulations.
To share the principal's responsibility for the care and appearance of
the school plant and surroundings
To share with the principal the need to communicate more effectively
by actively participating in PTA and other parent conferences; by
submitting for the principals approval all written information being
sent to parents; by attending and participating in all faculty
meetings scheduled by the principal; and by attending teacher
training programs scheduled by the Diocesan Schools Office.
To obtain the principal's permission for the scheduling of extracurricular activities, or any major deviation from the approved
program.
To support the mission of the Catholic school by fufilling all charges
and supervisory duties conscientiously (Diocese of Camden, 1988,
p. 304).

In order to understand the configuration of the faculty in Notre Dame

School, this section describes specifics. Notre Dame School in its entirety has
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18 faculty members, 12 female, two female religious, and four male teachers.
They are distributed by grade as follows: two Pre-K, two Kindergarten, two
first grade, two second grade, two third grade, one fourth grade, one fifth
grade, one sixth grade, two seventh grade, and one eighth grade. There is also
a full-time physical education/health teacher and a full-time art instructor.

There are two full-time female aids and two part-time female aids. One
hundred percent of all faculty and staff are Caucasian, mostly of Italian decent.
One male teacher is Hispanic. Fifty percent (nine teachers) of the faculty has
been teaching for ten years or less. Seven members of the faculty have been
teaching for over 20 years. Two teachers hold associate degrees and are
working towards their bachelors degree. Four teachers have more than 16
credits beyond their bachelors degree. The majority of the teachers majored
in elementary education.

None of the teachers hold a masters degree.

Seventy-five percent of the faculty are NJ State Teacher certified
percent hold their religious certification.

Sixty

Who's Who Among American

Teachers listed two of the faculty members m 1994, Karen Mackney and Judy
Buscham. The teacher to administration ratio is 18:1, which is good as
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compared to the state average of 19:1. The average teacher's salary is $18,000
a year, and contracts are renewed on a yearly basis. Since 1989, Catholic
elementary teacher salaries have nsen about 23%, However, as Table I clearly
indicates, Catholic school teachers continue to make considerably less than
tbeir public school counterparts. Catholic school teachers are extremely
dedicated and view their position more as a vocation than a career.
Each building has one full-time female secretary with each having three
Tablel
Comparison of National Average Teacher Salarie.s_hetween Catholic and
Government Controled_Schools

Catholic schools

1989
1991
1993

$15,578
$17,597
$19,132

Govt-controlledschools

$27,423
$33,015
$35,104

Source: Kealy, R. .., NCA Notes. Salaries in Catholic Education, 1994, p.2
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years experience in the school system. Each Pre-K and Kindergarten has a
female aid who assists the teacher as needed. Each building has two kitchen
workers and one maintenance man. Parents are asked to take their obligation

to educate their children very senously. One such area is to volunteer time to
the school during lunch and recess, student activities, class parties, and any

other time requested.
Al staff, especially faculty, are encouraged to attend workshops,
seminars, etc, to take college classes and increase credits. There are two inservice meetings held each year, one Diocesan and one local. The goals of
staff development dictate the form of the in-service program, with the main
focus being on school need. Faculty members attend an organized retreat once
a year. Monthly faculty meetings include guest speakers covering a variety of
topics of value to the teachers and the school.

Notre Dame Student Bodv
Currently, there are 356 students, between the ages of three and 14,

School.
enrollied in Notre Dame Regional
*^

The school. due to its
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regionalization, receives students from at least seven different parishes, three
counties, and at least 10 school districts. Most children are transported by
busses supplied by the transportation office of the district in which they reside.
The majority of Notre Dame students reside in the school districts of Buena,
Franklin and Vineland, Of these 356 students, five are Asian, 18 Hispanic and
six African American

The remainder are white or another ethnic group.

Notre Dame has experienced a steady increase in enrollment of Hispanics and
African Americans due to the fact that 40% of Landisville's population is
Hispanic and African American. There are 154 male students and 202 female
students. Parents, who are considered active parishioners, pay $1100 per child,
slightly less for additional children, in tuition per year. An active family is one
who attends Mass regularly in one of the seven parishes regionalized with the
school. Each family is responsible in helping three times throughout the year
at one of the bingos which subsidize the school directly. Each family is
responsible for selling or buying five year-long 50/50 raffles. This 50/50 is the
predominant PTA find-raiser.

Each family is responsible for selling

magazines, Easter candy and "Oldies" dance tickets. Non-active families pay
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$1600.00 in tuition yearly.
In order to set tuition policies, Notre Dame Regional School must take
into consideration the diverse socio-economic levels of the communities in
which it is located. Though operating costs continue to rise, it is impractical

to continue to increase tuition to meet these rising costs. Many families are
surviving on low or fixed incomes, and cannot continue to send their children
to Notre Dame if tuition is increased. Prior to the merger, tuition at St. Rose
of Lima was $1400.00 and tuition at Our Lady of Victories was $900.00. In
order to meet needs and at the same time strive for harmony between the two
sets of parents, Notre Dame met in the middle at $1100.00. Since tuition alone
does not meet the total cost of operation, the school relies heavily on fund
raisers. Of all fund raising methods used by the school, bigo is by far the
most profitable. Other avenues of funding are contmually being explored and
incorporated as needed. Because of the need for such fund raising activities,
parents are expected to participate as fully as possible, Parents who are
exceptionally cooperative m this area are rewarded with reduced tuition.
Grades one through eight complete the IOWA Tests of Basic Skills yearly
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and grades four and seven also take the Cognitive Abilities Test. In the spring

of 1994, the students, according to the average standard scores for reading,
language, and mathematics, scored at least one full grade level above their
actual grade level. The percentile rank of average standard scores revealed
that the student body of Notre Dame Regional, as well as the school itself,
scored significantly higher than other students and schools across the nation.
As Table 2 indicates, Notre Dame Regional School also scored higher than
other Diocesan schools. Notre Dame scored 15.25% higher than Diocesan
schools in reading, 11.25% bigher in language, and 8.875% higher in
mathematics
Normally, 100% of all students graduate from eighth grade. The majority
of Notre Dame graduates attend the following Catholic high schools: Sacred
Heart, Vineland; St. Joseph, Hammonton; Our Lady of Mercy Academy,
Newfield; and St. Augustine Prep, Richland.

Notre Dame Curriculum

Grades Kindergarten through four are self-contained.

Grades five
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Table 2
IOWA Test of Basic Skills - ReDort of Buildini Ayeeages

National Student Norms
Reading
Language
Mathematics

Notre. ame Stuhdent Norms
73.250
73.500
65.875

50,000
50.000
50.000

National
School Nonms

Camden iocesan
School Norms

Notre Dane
School Norms

Reading
Language

50.000
50.000

69.625
75.250

84.875
86.500

Mathematics

50,000

67.000

75.875

Source: IOWA Test of Basic Skills, 1994, p.4 (Our Lady of Victories and St.
Rose of Lima combined).

through eight are departmental. The curriculum guidelines set by the Diocese
of Camden are followed closely. The required courses and time limits for each
grade may be found in Appendix C. The curriculum is updated every five

years to keep up with advancements nationwide. The curriculum strives to
move with advancements in technology, science, and national goals according
to studies and projections. New mathematics guidelines were incorporated in
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1993. Whole Language (reading, English, spelling, handwriting and phonics)
was incorporated in 1994. The science curriculum will be updated in 1995,
social studies in 1996, and religion in 1997 The cycle will then begin over

again. In addition to the required courses of the State of New Jersey and the
Diocese of Camden, children at Notre Dame receive weekly computer training
in all grades and science lab experience in grades five through eight. Extracurricular programs, offered after regular school hours, include intamurals,
karate, basketball, cheerleading, art club, band, drama club, yearbook staff,
Altar servers, and student council. Various Police organizations sponsor
DARE, Officer Phil, boating safety, and school safety patrol programs. Special
presentations are offered periodically to enhance the curriculum. Students are
encouraged to be involved with the community in all areas. The school

supports such activities as Clean Communities, Tiny Tim Caroling, colections
for the Missions, Thanksgiving food baskets and Christmas gifts to the Senior
Citizen Center and Atlantic County Social Services.

Also, entrance in

competitions, such as the local Halloween Parade, newspaper contests, spelling
bees, poster contests and writing contests, has resulted in many awards for the
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school and its students.
Chapter One focused on the communities the school serves, the school
district of the Diocese of Camden, the school itself, and the staff and students
of Notre Dame.

In Chapter Two, project objectives and professional

competencies will be discussed for each of the six project areas of
administrative practice. Research and literature pertaining to each project area

will be presented.
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Chapter 2
Internshin Ohiectives

In a school, the person who holds the greatest power to effect change or
maintain excellence is the principal (Sergiovani, 1991, p. 99). Because of this,

the elementary school principalship is a highly complex and dynamic position
demanding skills and expertise in many areas. The intern envisions a spiritual,
instructional leader as the role of the Catholic elementary school principal. The
principal has the major responsibility for the effectiveness of the diocesan
educational program and its impact on the total parish community. "Educators
have great moral, ethical, and legal obligations to create good schools - places
where all children can achieve their full potential and receive an equal
opportnmity to succeed in society" (Smith & Andrews, 1989, p. v). Central to
this goal is the principal who acts as a model of Christ, a resource provider, an
instructional resource, a communicator, and a visible presence

The Catholic school, being distinctive in its religious dimension calls the
principal to:
Provide an educational climate permeated by the gospel spirit of freedom

and love.
Guide the students in such a way that personality development goes hand
in hand with the development of the "new creature" that each one has
become through baptism.
Relate all of human culture to the good news of salvation so that the light
of faith will illumine everything that the students will gradually come to
learn about the world, about life, and about the human person
(Congregation, 1994, p. 1)
The internship, scheduled at Notre Dame Regional School in Newfield
and Landisville, NJ between May 1, 1994 and June 30, 1995 will offer the
learner opportunities to develop principal competencies in initiating and
responding to change, decision making, support for instruction and learning,
human relations and morals, evaluating school processes and products and
responding to problem situations.
The purpose of this chapter is to present the project objectives that were
developed by the intern, review the research and literature pertaing to these
projects, and to identify the evaluation modes of the project objectives and
professional competencies to be acquired. The following areas will be focused
on throughout the internship: curriculum, teaching and learning, pupil personnel
administration, organization and management, utilization of staff, and routine
tasks.
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Curriculum
Curriculum is defined as a "plan of action, or written document, which
includes strategies for achieving desired goals"(Omstein & Hunims,1988, p. 6).
The intern's objective m the area of curriculum was to develop strategies for the
implementation of whole language in grades one through eight. The need for
these strategies surfaced m the rewritng process of the Language Arts
Curriculum Guide for Catholic elementary schools in the Diocese of Camden.
Whole language is defined by Fredericks (1991, p. 1), as a philosophy of
teaching in which reading, writing, listening, and speaking are integrated and
taught throughout the elementary cunriculun. It is not a program, but rather a

way in which children's literature, writing activities and communication
activities can be used in every subject. Whole language provides a natural
learning environment based on the individual needs of each child. This concept
of child-based education was initially developed and publicized by John Dewey
in the early 1900's (Heald-Taylor, 1989, p 4). Inthe 1970's and 1980's research
was conducted using literature and writing rather than basal reading texts to
teach commumncaion sdlls. The majority of these studies showed promising
results for this method which became known as whole language (Tmunell &
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Jacobs, 1989, p. 470-1). This research demonstrates that:
Children create new knowledge and express themselves mainly through
whole language (listening, speaklng, reading, and writing)
Children learn whole language in social contexts, i.e. flexible grouping
arrangements have a major impact on how well a student learns.
Children learn through interacting and talking with others.
Children learn how to read and write when these processes are connected
in sustained literature-based experience.
Children learn spelling, vocabulary and grammar when these conventions
of language are a part of an integrated language event (Diocese, 1994,
p, 2).
Since the concept of "Whole Language" is so broad and the interpretation
varies with each linguist, it is necessary to present the position of the Diocese
of Camden on whole language The diocese supports the underlying principle
of whole language but does not endorse all of the practices inherent in a purist's
interpretation. "The whole language approach to learning must be relevant,
interesting, and meaningful to the learner. While whole language is "Childcentered," it should be based on the curriculum" (Diocese, p. 3).
Curriculum guides - unlike well defined programs - are written with the
understanding that there is a responsibility for decision making on the part of the
teacher.

Curriculum guides provide a framework, not a daily plan for
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instruction. Since teachers are responsible for the scope of any curriculum
content during a given school year, they must also be the final determiners of the
sequence of content and skills, the use of instructional strategies, and the degree
of content detail. Given the nature of the actual classroom, certain factors will
drive these choices: student need, student developmental level, and realistic time
limitations,

Teachers are encouraged to integrate curriculum in order to

maximize instructional time and facilitate transfer of skills and understandings.
In the Diocese of Camden, curriculum guides are written in a spiraling

framework articulated from the earliest grades through the middle school.
Learning builds upon previous knowledge and skills, which are repeated and
reinforced to ensure mastery learning. As a result, it is impossible to expect that
everything contained within any curriculum guide will be taught in the same
sequence, style, and depth each year. Teachers need the flexibility to make
choices to ensure that the student needs are met and that the scope of the
curriculum is addressed (Diocese, p ii).
"As research continues to support the use of whole language,
administrators face the challenge of implementing successful change. Change
itself is difficult, and changing educators' philosophies and teaching methods
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requires a sequential, thorough plan of action" (Lolli, 1992, p. 7). The essential
plan of language arts is to develop effective communicators of language.
Acquisition of the skills for effective communication is not a linear, sequential
process. All facets of communication are interrelated. Although specific skills
are identified for instruction, they are not developed in isolation since a natural

interdependence exists.

Speaking skills are acquired in coordination with

listening skills; reading sklls are sharpened as students develop oral and written
compositions, study skills help students refine their oral and written
communication.
Additionally, communication skills are developmental. In order for this
to occur, students must become active participants in the learning process.
Communication skills are applied in all subject areas. Students must have many

opportunities to use their emerging skills in all disciplines.

Application

reinforces the utility of skills acquisition. As a result, goals are necessary:

To communicate effectively with purpose
To understand and respond to language
To understand and apply standard English language conventions
To develop an appreciation for the techniques of communication
To develop and apply thinking skills
To focus on information relevant to subject material.s
To pursue and expand personal interests and talents through
commumication (Diocese, p. 18).
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Since whole language instruction is based on a deeply rooted philosophy
and set of beliefs about learning, it requires the teacher to make a drastic
paradigm shift away from traditional practices (Marinson & Novis, 1993, p 26)
Teachers are invited on ajourney that allows them to be learners and risk-takers.
They are encouraged to explore the various communication approaches that meet
the needs of students and fosters professional growth.
In an effort to foster this process, the intern's objective was to develop,
describe, and define an array of instructional strategies that may be used across
the cunrculum m conjunction with the Language Arts Curriculum Guide for the
Diocese of Camden. Some lend themselves more to reading, some to writing,
some may be used m both, while others are general strategies that may be
applied across content areas.

An evaluation checklist was completed by

participating teachers to determine the quality and effectiveness of the strategies
developed, as well as the extent to which the project objective was achieved.
The professional competency objective was to gain leadership skills in
clarifying and focusing goals, objectives, and strategies. The intern's mentor
rated her leadership skills by completing an evaluation questionnaire.

He

critiqued the definitions and examples provided, as well as the effectiveness of
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the stategies developed.

Teaching and Learning
Research verifies the fact that observation and supervision go hand in
hand with the teaching/learning process. Glickman (1990, p. 5) states that
"teachers are in the forefront of successful instruction; supervision is in the
background, providing the support, knowledge, and skills that enable teachers
to succeed." Sergiovanni (p, 5) adds that "successful schools are characterized
by lively and diverse programs of supervision that are accepted as a natural part
of the school's way of life. Principals and teachers are clear as to the purpose
of the supervisory program and share responsibility for its implementation." In
order for this to occur, the following principle should be kept in mind by the
principal and the teacher in preparation for the evaluation process:
A. Evaluation of performance contributes to professional effectiveness
and productivty.
B. The principal, as mstructional leader, has the responsibility and
obligation to evaluate performance and prescribe advantageous and/or
necessary improvements.
C. Both the principal and the teacher must understand the process.
D. If the evaluation is to be fair and objective, the teacher must be clearly
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informed as to the evaluation criteria
E. Individual teaching styles among classroom teachers must be
recognized.

F. The teacher must be willing to accept and bring about the suggestions
designed to improve performance.
G. If the teacher is to profit from the evaluation process, the results must
be reported specifically and thoroughly.
H. The teacher must be provided an opportmnity to discuss the results and
submit a written reaction to the ratings (Archdiocese, 1992, p. 32).
According to the Diocese of Camden, the goal of supervision is two-fold.
It provides for the improvement of instruction and for an overall summative

evaluation of teacher performance, This goal is reached through both informal
administrative monitoring and formal supervsory observations. The principal

is responsible for supervision and evaluation. Teachers with less than four years
of teaching experience are formally observed twice a semester. Teachers with
four or more years of teaching experience are observed once a semester
(Diocese, 1988, #809).
The intern's objective in the area of teaching and learning was to prepare
and conduct lesson observations and conferences with teachers in several
subjects and grade levels

In keeping with the philosophy of the Camden
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Diocese in regards to supervision, the intern chose the clinical supervision model
to conduct observations. The following five sequential steps were followed in
each observation:
1. Preobservation conference
2. Observation of teaching
3. Analysis and strategy
4. Postobservation conference
5. Postconference analysis
In the late 1950's, Robert Goldhammer (1969), Morris Cogan (1973), and
their colleagues at Harvard University began to develop the clinical supervision
concept as they sought more effective ways to supervise graduate students
enrolled in the Masters of Arts in Teaching (Sergiovanni, p. 297) Cogan (1973,
p.54) defined clinical supervision as follows:
The rationale and practice is designed to improve the teacher's classroom
performance. It takes its principal data from the events of the classroom. The
analysis of these data and the relationships between teacher and supervisor form
the basis of the program, procedures, and strategies designed to improve the
students' learning by improving the teacher's classroom behavior.
This definition coincides with Costa's (1985, p. 1I) belief that "how teachers
teach, influences what students learn and who teaches, influences what is
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learned." Content is secondary. The personal relationship between the teacher
and the student is the core of leaming. Teachers establish the educational
climate and structure the learning experiences. They control the process of

learming.
The purpose of classroom observation has come full circle from the early
1900s What began as inspecting classrooms and controlling teacher behavior,

developed through the mid 1900's to collecting data with newly developed
observation techniques and instruments for research purposes. In the late 1900's,
the emphasis has shifted to the professional growth of teachers and their use of
effective teaching practices (McHaney & Impey, 1992, p. 3). The purposes of
the teacher evaluation required in the elementay schools of the Camden Diocese
are:
A. To assure support for the goals and spirit of Catholic Education in
general and the school program in particular
B. To improve the instructional program
C. To identify professional growth needs
D. To identify effective personnel and encourage their retention
E. To provide a record of teacher performance for future reference
(Diocese, p. 17).
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The clinical supervision model embraces these goals. According to
Sergiovanni, it is considered by many experts (Goldhammer, Anderson, &
Krajewski, 1980; Garman, 1982) to be a very effective strategy for bringing
about improvements in teaching It requires a more itense relationship between

supervisor and teacher than typically is found in supervisory strategies. The
perspective for clinical supervision is basically formative. Its focus is on
building teacher motivation and commitment, on the one hand, and on providing
for "on-line" staff development for teachers, on the other. Since teachers assume
active roles in the process, they often find this a very satisfying approach. It
lends to peer and collegial relations among teachers (Sergiovanni, p. 297).
In the area of teaching and learning, the intern's objective was to prepare
and conduct lesson observations and conferences with teachers. The evaluation
instrumet designed to assess the extent to which the objective was met was an
evaluation questionnaire administered to teachers whose lessons were observed.
The professional competencies sought in this area included: the
development of conferencing techniques, facility with clinical supervision
evaluation instruments, the development of professional interpersonal
communication skills, and the general development of those leadership skills
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associated with observation and evaluation techniques The extent to which the
intern successfully completed her professional competencies is evidenced by the
school administrator's analysis of the observation process. The intern's mentor
checked statements which indicated the level of demonstrated proficiency of
supervisory skills

Punil Personnel Administration
Today's schools face many challenges, and Catholic schools are no

exception to this reality. No longer is it sufficient to provide an academically
excellent education in a Christian community. Students need more, and parents,

community members, and legislators are demanding that schools devise ways of
meeting student needs.

"One of the quiet and perhaps one of the most

significant revolutions that has taken place in American society over the last 30
years is the increase in both parents working. A generation ago, children who

returned from school to an empty house were the exception. Parents who work
must leave home early to travel to work and they return home late after eight
hours of work (Shaughnessy, 1991, p. v).
What happens to the children who walk to the neighborhood school only
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a few blocks away and who finish school several hours before parents retur
home?

Notre Dame Regional School, along with many other schools,

recognized this need and decided to expand their day. The intern's objective
was to develop a before-school and after-school care program for students in
pre-school through eighth grade. This response typifies how educators often
respond to the needs of the time. The increasing number of parents using these
programs shows how parents value them.
In 1987, the New Jersey Legislature found and declared:
a. That the increase in single-parent households and two-career families
has resulted in a growing number of young children who are unsupervised
from the time school ends until a parent returns from work, with one
national study estimaing that 6,000,000 children, aged five to 13, are
unsupervised daily.
b. That unsupervised children are more likely to engage in drug abuse,
alcohol abuse, or other delinquent behavior, and are at greater risk of
bemg the victims of criminal acts.
c. That in many commumties, child care programs to serve these schoolage children are non-existent, too limited to accommodate the demand, or
too expensive for some families to utilize.
d. That the state can play a useful and important role in the promotion of
quality and adequate day care services which will benefit the well-being
of children and families (New Jersey, 215, El).
As a result of this, Senate Bill No. 1721 (OCR) created a program in the
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Department of Human Services to establish a grant program to encourage and
support the provision ofnonsectarian child care in public and nonpublic school
buildings or another appropriate location as approved by the commissioner
before and after the regular school day for children.
A basic question that must be answered is "What is child care?" Not only
is the concept somewhat difficult to define, it may also be found under several
tites: extended care, before and after school care, extensive programs, schoolaged child care and school-aged day care. The first two terms, extended care
and before and after school care, are most often used to describe programs
operated as an extension of the school day and administered by the principal
The regulations of the state regarding licensing will affect the relationship of the
principal to the program. The State of New Jersey defines "Child" as any
person under the age of 13. "Child care center" is defined as any facility which
is maintained for the care, development or supervision of six or more children
who attend the facility for less than 24 hours a day (New Jersey 30: 5B-3).
While this term includes many things, "it shall not include a program operated
by a private school which is run solely for educational purposes. This exclusion

shall include kindergartens, prekindergarten programs, or child care centers that
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are an integral part of a private educational institution or system offering
elementary education in grades kindergarten through eighth" (New Jersey 30:
5B-3, (2)).
Because Notre Dame Regional School's before and after school program
is an extension of the school experience, it is outside the requirements of state
law concerning child care. However, the administration of extended care
programs still requires expertise, careful planning, and a working knowledge of
legal responsibilities and liabilities. The principal is the director of record with
the program being part of the school and employees are school employees. With
the child care program being part of the school, it is also easier for teachers and
other school staff to work with child care staff in meeting students' academic,
emotional, and social needs.
According to Shaughnessy, (p. 29), extended care administrators should
give careful consideration to the development and implementation of a handbook
for their program. The handbook need not be a lengthy document, but everyone
will be in a much better legal position if pertinent and important information has
been committed to wntig. The following items should be included in the
handbook: Philosophy/Goals; admission policies; program; communication; daily
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release; discipline code; field trips, health and safety; emergency procedures;
nutntton; records; single parent/other relative considerations; visitors;
evaluation; school's fight to amend; and parents' signed agreement.
Evaluation, both informal and formal, is an integral part of any educational

program. In an effort to evaluate the achievement of the project objective of
developing a before and after school care program, an evaluation questionnaire
was developed.. This instrument was administered to staff members and parents
associated with the before and after school care programs to determine their
degree of satisfaction. Questions revolved around the items listed above, as well
as the care given to their children, satisfaction with the program,
recommendations of the program to friends, the children's happiness and
enthusiasm about coming, re-enrollment, and suggestions for improvement.
Students were also surveyed regarding their real feelings about the program and

how it could be improved. They were asked about what they learn, how they are
doing m school, and what would make the program better.
The intern's mentor answered several questions in regard to the intern's

level of proficiency in organizational and managerial skills. These competency
objectives, along with coordinating activities and staff members, were evaluated.
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The intem's mentor commented on the needs assessment conducted, the goals
and time schedule developed, the responsibility delegated, and the professional
implementation and organization of the programs.

Organization and Management

Good cormunication is a means of strengthening the relationship between
the school and the community. It is key to building good public relations.
Research tells us that people form attitudes on the basis of personal experiences.
Personal experiences that people have with schools and school employees will
influence their attitude towards that school (Wherry, 1977, p. 149). There are
at least three good reasons for school administrators and teachers to forge strong
communication links with the communities they serve.
"First, educators must understand the needs and expectations of students
and parents if they are to develop appropriate school programs to meet
those needs. Second, parents and other citizens need accurate and up-todate information about the schools, if they are to make sound judgements
about how well the schools are meeting the needs of the student and of
their community. Finally, close communication between schools and their
communities establishes shared goals and thus builds public support for
the commitment to the schools and their educational objectives"
(Cattermole & Robinson, 1985, p 48).
Gotts and Purnell (1985, p. 11) state that "studies show that a quality
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newsletter is the single most effective way of reaching parents whose children
attend a particular school building."

The Independent School Management

Corporation agrees. "Our parent newsletter is...our most important, consistent,
controllable communication with our most important marketing group - current
parents - because it provides...a consistent opportunity to reinforce the benefits
our school offers to both students and parents and that makes it...the school's
key retention and bonding tool" (1993, p. 23).

The School Management

Corporation outlines the following objectives for any newsletter:
1. Reinforce parents' decision to enroll

2. Keep constituents up-to-date
3. Give everyone the "good news" to generate positive word-of-mouth
4. Validate quality of programs and services
a. Provide balanced coverage of all levels
b Show evidence of student success in academics and personal
growth
c Keep parents and students looking forward to upper grades
5. Stress benefits to child and family, not features
6. Emphasize your competitive advantages
7. Develop ownership in your school and a feeling of family" among
parents, students, administrators, staff, alumni
8. Continually improve quality:
writing
design
graphics and photos
proofing, proofing, proofing
9. Keep articles short and readable
10 Maintain administrative control over content
11. Include every child's name every year (1993, p. 24)
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These objectives are very important when examining what parents want
to see in the school newsletter. Their own child's name is definitely at the top
of the list. Other concerns include; what their child is learning, what else their
child is doing in school, what you're doing to make their lives easier, why it
costs so much, success stories, and a lively, easy-to-read, attractive publication.
These items will validate the school's academic quality, which is the parents'
first concern, as well as validating character building, which is the most
important to students. Success stones give the parents "bragging rights" and

"amnunition" to spread good word-of-mouth
Aquilla, who researched and wrote the National Marketing Campaign For
Catholic Schools Handbook, describes four special strengths that a school's
newsletter can offer.
1. Because newsletters in general take on an "informal" appearance,
news in this medium is often perceived as being up-to-date.
2. Because newsletters are targeted to specific audiences and the writing
is so personal, this can be abetter source of news about your school than

more general media
3. Because newsletters generally exclude advertising and are opinionated,
readers trust this type of publication.
4. This may be the primary source of information about your school for
many of your readers (1994, p. 33).
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Because of these powerful advantages, a newsletter can play an integral
role in any marketing communications program. It is important to set goals by
reflecting upon the purposes and audience, to plan an evaluation, to allocate a
budget, and to encourage cooperation and freedom to manage issue-by-issue
decisions relating to content, format and art. Bearing in mind that any newsletter
"should be well written, readable, informative, and brief' (King-Stoops, Mark

& Stoops, 1985, p. 433).
The objective of the intern was to direct the preparation of a school
newsletter as a public relations instrument. The quality of the newsletter was
evaluated by parents, faculty, and staff who completed a questionnaire. They
were asked to comment on several aspects of the school newsletter, including:
articles, columns, guidelines, expectations, time tables, design, quality,
publication and distribution.
Professional competency objectives included: the development of good
communication skills, the acquisition of leadership, management, and
organizational skills, and the ability to coordinate information and staff members.

The intern's mentor and director of the school's Marketing Team evaluated the
extent to which the competency objectives were fulfilled by completing an
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evaluation questionnaire regarding the intern's acquisition of the basic skills in
group planning, the ability to manage and design student/staff projects in a
highly effective manner, and facility in guiding and monitoring public relations

objectives.

Utilization of Staff
"Developing the school schedule has long been the principal's most
arduous task. The schedule brings order out of chaos and hopefully, plan out of
purpose" (Davis and Bechard, 1968, p. 1). No matter what type of scheduling
arrangement a school selects, the task is a difficult one for the administrator of

any school who tries to revise and adjust a schedule to match school goals,
changng needs, resources of plant and staff, and student capabilities and wishes
(Murphy, 1966, p. 3).

Camden diocesan regulations regarding the length of the school day call
for five hours and fifteen minutes which extends each day to five hours and
twenty-five minutes. The time allotments in the weekly time schedule (see
Appendix A) indicate the minimum of actual instructional time for each subject.
They do not include: prayer time, activity penods, recess, lunch and change of
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class. These specified times must be set beyond the instructional time according
to local circumstances. Religion, mathematics, English and reading are to be
scheduled daily. Other subjects allow for a greater flexibility and can be altered
with both time and/or number of days. Primary grades may choose to teach
science in one semester and social studies the other semester. The need for
flexibility is recognized due to bus schedules and other local circumstances.
Therefore, time allotments can be lengthened beyond the minimum schedule to
fill the block of time each school has available to them. This should be done in
proportion to the amount of time listed on the weekly schedule.
Most elementary schools have not changed their basic organization over
the last twenty-five years, even though their staffs may have doubled in that
time. The classroom teacher is still randomly assigned a heterogeneous group
of twenty-five or more students and remains responsible for them throughout the
school day (Canady, 1990, p. 34). At the elementary level, the schedule
determines the amount of time that is actually available for instruction.
Characteristic of this level, are classroom teachers trying to fit the instruction
they provide into the niches left by teachers of music, art, and physical
education; by the school media specialist; by the school counselor, by Chapter
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1 pull-out programs and programs for children with learning disabilities; and by

other school support services. A teacher may seldom have his/her entire class
together in one place for teacher-directed instruction (Canady & Hotchkiss,
1984, p. 184)
A lot has been written on high school scheduling because of the nature of
the school day, yet very little research, has been done on the elementary
scheduling procedure. In Notre Dame Regional, as m most elementary schools,

the administrator is concerned with the scheduling of "specials" which include
art, music, library, health, physical education, computers and lunch schedules.
The inten's objective was to develop the master schedule for the school
year 1994-95 for all programs grades kindergarten through eight. The intern
sought to learn the structure of the scheduling process for all monthly activities,
meetings, special events, and the use of the facility before, during, and after
school hours. The extent to which the intern successfully completed these
objectives is evidenced by the evaluation forms completed by faculty members.
Do the individual schedules of the teachers and the students meet their
instructional needs?
The professional competencies to be achieved were the abilities to:
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effectively organize and manage the time and scheduling of events that involved
the staff and/or the school facility; identify individual teacher, students, and
program needs; make decisions in order to develop a schedule which provides
for maximum instuctional efficiency; and resolve difficult situations through the
use of conflict-resolution strategies. The quality of the intern's professional

competencies was determined by the completion of an administrative proficiency
review. Areas of demonstrated professional competency included the ability to:
effectively employ conflict resolution strategies; identify and incorporate
individual teacher needs, student needs, and program needs m structuring the
master schedule and demonstrate expertise in organizahtonal processes involved
m scheduling.

Routine Tasks
"One of the more formidable tasks facing any Catholic school
administrator is developing and writing school handbooks, those definitive
references containing policies and procedures for which school community
members are responsible.

Since school administrators are forced to be

concerned with the legality of their actions and of their schools' policies, the
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importance of handbooks is paramount" (Shaughnessy, 1989, p. vi).
Administrators generally know that handbooks are significant. Catholic
school administrators are accountable, in certain areas, to state educational
authorities who are themselves governed by - and who govern by - state statutes

and regulations. In addition, administrators in Catholic schools must answer to
pastors in parish schools, to governing bodies of religious congregations if the

school is sponsored by a religious congregation, and often to boards of directors
and trustees. Administrators are accountable to parents for the educational
experiences given their children and for the competence of the school personnel
affording those experiences. Administrators are expected to give faculty and
staff clear directions and to provide personnel policies that are just. Finally,
administrators must always be concerned with both the legality and the morality
of their actions (Diocese, #302).
The last twenty years have witnessed a dramatic increase in the numbers
and kinds of lawsuits brought against schools in general. Prior to the 1960's,
very few cases involving parents, students, and/or teachers resulted in findings
against the school. The few cases that were brought were usually decided in

favor of the school since judges practiced the doctrine of judicial restraint a
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belief that basically means the courts will not interfere with decisions made by
professionals, unless blatantly unfair action has been taken. While this doctrine
is still practiced today, judges seem to be somewhat more willing to decide
against the school, particularly in the area of discipline (Shaughnessy, p. vii).
Between 1969 and 1974 there were three significant cases involving
elementary and secondary schools. In 1969, Tinker v. Des Moines Independent
Community School District (LaMorte, 1993, p.88) produced the now famous

statement, "It can hardly be argued that either students or teachers shed their
constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate"

(p. 506). Although this case is rightfully associated with First Amendment
freedom of speech rights, it is very significant in Fourteenth Amendment due
process considerations as well. In the public sector, First Amendment rights

cannot be restricted without due process (notice and a hearing before an
impartial tribunal) of law,
A second landmark public school case, Goss v. Lopez (LaMorte, p. 113)
involved Ohio public school students who, without a hearing, had been
suspended from school for up to ten days In 1974, the Supreme Court ruled that
suspended public school students do have rights to at least minimal due process
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protections. In an opinion that provides food for thought for any administrator,
the court stated: "In holding as we do, we do not believe that we have imposed
procedures on school disciplinarians which are inappropriate m a classroom
setting. Instead we have imposed requirements which are, if anything, less than
a fair-minded princpal would impose upon himself in order to avoid unfair
suspensions" (p. 583).
In a second case heard the same day as Goss, Wood v. Stricldand,
(LaMorte, p. 395), the court ruled that school officials could be held liable for
damages if their actions violated the rights of students. By 1974, then, the rights
of the public school students and teachers appeared to be firmly established.
Even though some Supreme Court cases in the last three years show a somewhat
more conservative interpretation of the rights of public school students, the right
to due process has remained largely unchallenged (Shaughnessy, p. viii).
Private schools are expected to be fair m their dealings with students and
teachers, but that fairness is judged by the provisions of the contract existing
between the school and the student or the teacher. No constitutional due process
protections exist m Catholic schools. Because the Catholic school is not an
extension of the state, students and teachers cannot generally claim constitutional
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protections. This lack of safeguards does not mean the Catholic schools may be
arbitrary in their dealings with parents, students, and teachers, but it does mean
that the Catholic school does not have to accept all the behaviors that the public
school has no choice but to accept (Shaughnessy, p. ix).
The last fifteen years have seen a rise in the number of cases brought by
Catholic school students, parents, and teachers. The reticence that once seemed
to preclude a church member's suing a church authority has largely disappeared.
In the past, the doctrine of separation of church and state has protected church
sponsored schools from being successfully sued. Recent decisions suggest that
doctrine does not offer a church-related nmsttutlon absolute protection from
successful lawsuits (Shaughnessy, p. x).
The mentioned court decisions offer guidance for school administrators
seeking to develop legally sound and morally just policies and procedures. Notre
Dame Regional School, like all other schools, needs to insure that both parents
and students understand the rules and policies of the school and agree to be
governed by those rules and policies. When administrators consider handbooks,
rules and regulations come to mind. Most school officials and lawyers would
agree that the best law is, like medicine, preventive. The best defense is having
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tried to follow the right course in the first place. Communication is the key.
Since communication is seen as the basic foundation for learning and a means
for developing parent involvement in schools, the schools need to identify
several methods of improving their public relations with home and community
(Chrispeels, 1988, p. xiii). The school handbook is one such method. However,
whichever method used, creating lines of commumcation between school and
home are important in improving student motivation, discipline and achievement
(Dulaney, 1987, p. 49).
The school handbook is used to communicate general miformation

regarding all areas of school life. In an effort to avoid lawsuits, all schools must
look carefully at their rules and procedures to be confident that they are
reasonable, fair, and consistent. E. Edmund Reutter, Jr. (1975, p. 68) after

analyzing hundreds of school cases, offers six minimum essentials for developing
enforceable rules of conduct. These essentials are:
1. The rule must be published to students;
2. The rule must have a legitimate educational purpose;
3. The rule must have a rational relationship to the achievement of the
stated educational purpose;
4. The meaning of the rule must be reasonably clear;

5. The rule must be sufficiently narrow in scope so as not to encompass
constitutionally-protected activities along with those which may be
constitutionally prohibited in the school setting; and
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6. If the rule infrnges upon a fundamental constitutional right of students,
a compelling interest of the school (which is a government agent) in the
enforcement of the rule must be shown.
While the fifth and sixth rules do not apply to nonpublic schools, all the rules are
worth considering when drawing up a school disciplinary code. "Catholic
educators must be concerned with being models of mature, responsible,
Christian behavior. Disciplinary policies and procedures must be examined in
the light of responsible behavior" (Shanghnessy, p. 55).
Chrispeels (p. 25) states that the beginning point for rules development
should be in the school's philosophy. The content of the handbook should

contain the following: "philosophy/goals; admission policies; academic policies;
communication - parent/teacher, teacher/parent, administration; discipline code;
extracurcular activities; field trip policies/forms; parent service requirements;
parents'/student's signed agreement; principal's right to amend; and use of
school grounds" (Shaughnessy, p. 56).
Parent involvement and attitudes toward education are a good predictor
of student achievement (Boose, 1991, p. 6),

The handbook/calendar is an

attempt to keep the lines of communication open and keep the parents informed
and involved. "Projected dates of school functions as well as the days school
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Is not in session are vital pieces of information for many families" (St. John,
198 3, p 25).
The development of the Notre Dame parent handbook/calendar was a
major project objective in the area of routine tasks. Evaluation of the objective
was completed through the use of an evaluative survey distributed to all parents
and school personnel. The format and information conveyed were the two main
aspects evaluated.
The competency objectives were to develop writing and communication
skills and to develop policy writing skills. In essay form, the mtem's mentor

rated and discussed the intern's ability to utilize computer technology, promote
communications between the school and home, and develop policy writing skills
- specifically through the 1994-1995 School Calendar/Handbook.
This chapter served to review the literature available on topics
incorporated into the internship projects. Project objectives and professional
competencies were identified

and discussed, along with evaluation

methodologies. Chapter Three describes the intern's activities in reaching each
stated project and professional objective. It will detail the intern's experience
at Notre Dame Regional School.
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Chapter 3
Internship Experiencs

Purnose

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the intern's experiences at Notre
is
Dame Regional School during the 1994-1995 internship year. The intern
this
currently serving in her second year as principal of Note Dame School. In
capacity, the intern is responsible for the administration of the school,
and
maintaining records, marketing and recruiting, budgeting, discipline,

collaborating with Diocesan Administrators, Pastors, teachers and parents.
of
However, for the purpose of this report, the focus will be in the areas
curriculum, teaching and learning, pupil personnel administration, organization
and management, utilizaton of staff, and routine tasks. The experiences reflect
the completion of the stated objectives and practical traiing in administrative
techniques.

Curricului
The intern's objective in the area of curriculum was to develop strategies

for the implementation of whole language. In conjunction with this objective,
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the intern volunteered to serve as a member of a curricilum revision committee
to review and/or update the reading/language arts curriculum guide to include
the Diocese of Camden's newly adopted philosophy pertaining to whole
language.
Curriculum evaluation and revision in the Camden Diocese is reviewed
every five years for each area of the curriculum. The reading/language arts
curriculum guides were scheduled for revision during the 1993-1994 school
year. Since the Diocese had recently adopted the underlying principle of whole
language, a comprehensive recension edition of the reading and language arts
instruction process was imperative.

A committee of twelve experienced

administrators and teachers representing various grade levels and elementary
schools throughout the Diocese were asked to assist the Assistant
Superintendent in charge of Educational Services and Curriculum in revising the
curriculum guide. The intern was one of two administrators assigned to this
committee.
The group participated in six two-hour workshops dealing with the topic
of whole language. These sessions were presented by various educational book
publishers during the spring of 1994.

The committee was given current
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literature concerning whole language and asked to thoroughly examine and
critique it. The committee met ten times during the months of July and August
1994 in three-hour work sessions.
The Diocese of Camdent s Assistant Superintendent outlined what the
goals and objectives would be for all grade levels and gave some guidelines to
follow. The committee began by examining curriculum guides from a variety
of school districts and Dioceses throughout the Northeastern United States and
used them to establish a format to follow. After completing the content section
of the cumculum guides, instructional strategies for the implementation of the
whole language approach were required. The intern directed this aspect of the
revision process. Numerous books and professional journals on the subject
were reviewed to gather practical ideas for use by classroom teachers.
Activities advocated by more than one writer or publisher as well as those with
unique appeal were selected.

Teachers who were experienced in whole

language were also interviewed for their input and suggestions concerning their
own most successful projects.
The intern contributed to the development of general reading, writing,

listening, and speaking strategies for the implementation of whole language.
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Definitions and examples for each were also developed and listed m the back
of the curriculum guide (see Appendix B).
The committee concluded the revision process by describing numerous
assessment strategies for each goal and objective. The new guide was written
in a spiraling framework articulated from the earliest grades through middle
school. It was presented to the elementary school principals in the Diocese
where it received an overwhelming positive response. The intern then presented
the instructional strategies portion of the curriculum guide at the Principal's
meeting.

She also shared the complete guidelines with the Notre Dame

Regional School faculty during their September staff meeting. The intern
continued to develop and clarify the whole language goals, objectives, and
strategies during the first trimester of the current school year.
The imtern conducted formal observations on the implementation of the
strategies durmg the month of November.

TPeahinro andl I earning

The intern's objective in the area of teaching and learning was to prepare
and conduct lesson observations and conferences with teachers. After analyzing
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several mstructional and observational instruments, the intern chose the clinical
supervision model in conjunction with the Diocesan approved forms of
evaluation to conduct classroom observations.

Fourteen teachers from

Kindergarten through grade eight participated in this project. All teachers were
using a whole language reading program and were asked by the intern to
conduct a lesson involving the implementation of the whole language strategies
developed daring the fist project objective.
For the step one pre-conference, the intern met with each teacher
individually the day before their mutually agreed upon scheduled observation.
During this meeting, the intern outlined the clinical supervision model and
reviewed the purpose and focus of each observation. Teachers summarized
their objectives and expressed particular areas of concern or interest regarding
students, content, or classroom management techniques. The intern made note
of the objective for the lesson, how it will be determined if the objective was
achieved, and what methods and/or materials will be used to achieve the
objective.
The second portion of the observation experience saw the intern

conducting fourteen separate classroom observations. These reflected a variety
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of grade levels and gave the intern the opportunity to record the elements of a
lesson while developing leadership skills associated with analyzing, interpreting,
observing, and evaluating. At the conclusion of the observation, the intem
confirmed the time of the post-observation conference with the intern and
commended the teacher about the strong points in the lesson.
The next stage of the process had the intern using the script of the lesson

to write the formal evaluation. What was observed during the lesson, was the
lesson objective achieved, how did the teacher demonstrate a working

knowledge of subject matter and evidence of preparation, and what is the
prevailing learning atmosphere were all answered by the intern.

These

evaluations were submitted to the teachers within three days following the date
of the observation. The format of the written evaluation report followed the two
models approved and required by the Diocese of Camden. The Professional and
Attitudinal Assessment Form allows both the principal and teachers to evaluate
the teacher's Christian influence, professional characteristics, and overall
contribution for the good of the school The Professional Growth Report asks
for pre-observation information, completed by the teacher being observed;
classroom observation information, completed by the administrator; and post-
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observation information, containing commendations, recommendations, and
teachers comments (see appendix C). The intern's mentor/administrator
previewed the evaluation forms before copies were furnished each teacher prior
to post-observation conferences.
The intern met individually with each teacher during the post-observation
conference. The analysis of the lesson was thoroughly discussed with both the
teacher and the intern recognizing the strengths of the lesson and identifying
those areas that might be strengthened with change. The intern provided
positive feedback and some recommendations for areas of possible refinement
and/or alternative methods. The intern and the teacher concluded each session
by critiquing the format and procedures of the clinical supervision model as well
as the intern's ability to utilize the instrument properly and efficiently.
For the final step, the intern conducted post conference analyses and
discussed these with her mentor/administrator. They discussed the role of the
observer, how a teacher performs while under observation, the influence of the
observer on the classroom dynamics, and administrative purposes for the
observation process. While the intern successfully prepared and conducted
fourteen lesson observations and conferences, she wishes to continue observing
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teachers in order to refine her scripting and evaluation skills.

Pupil PersonnelAdministration
The intern's objective in the area of pupil personnel administration was
to develop a before and after-school care program for students. The need for
such a program became apparent during the registrationreregistration process

for the 1994-1995 school year held m February. As information about the
merger was announced, many parents inquired about and expressed an interest
in extended care for their children. A number of students were already being
bussed after dismissal to the public school latch-key program and parents
preferred to have them remain in the same school they attended.
The intern viewed the establishment of a before and after-school care
program as both a challenge and an asset to Notre Dame Regional School. The
administration agreed After a thorough review of the literature and the New

Jersey State laws governing extended day care programs, the intern consulted
the Camden Diocesan Superintendent of Schools regarding Diocesan policies
for such programs. The intern compiled all the pertinent information and
submitted a report to the school's administrators Bearing in mind the logistics

so

and economics of a before and after school program, the administrators granted
permission for the intern to continue with the project objective.
The intern prepared and conducted a survey of the parents' degree of
interest in a before and after-school care program for their children.

A

significant number of parents expressed an interest in having such a program on
a regular basis, while other parents responded favorably for an as needed option.
The next step of the process involved forming a committee of staff members
willing to become involved in the program. The intern conferred with the
committee comprised entirely of certified teachers and teacher aids several times
during the months of July and August in an effort to finalize details for the

program and delegate responsibilities.

The topics discussed included:

philosophy/goals; admission policies; cost; program; communication; daily
release; discipline code; field trips; health and safety; emergency procedures;
nutrition; records; single parent/other relative considerations; visitors;

evaluation; handbook; school's right to amend; and parents' signed agreements.
Decisions regarding personnel and salaries were approved by the school's
administration prior to the issuance of a program handbook containing all
pertinent and important guidelines, plans and procedures.

8i

During the first week of school in September of 1994, parents were
advised of the initiation of the program and given forms to complete for

enrolling their child(ren). Although some minor adjustments were necessary,
the before and after-school program commenced in both buildings during the
second full week of school. It took a few weeks to iron out the kinks, but both
programs are operating smoothly now. Staff members are actively involved in
the daily activities while the mtem continues to act as the director; organizing,
managing and coordinating the program,

Organization and Management
The intern's objective in the area of organization and management was
to direct the development and preparation of a school newsletter. The goal of
the newsletter was to inform parents as to activities and accomplishments in the
school, with the overriding agenda being that of acting as a marketing tool to
provide parents with an insight of the improvements and changes made since the
two schools merged.
The process began with a meeting involving the intern, the intern's
mentor/administrator, and two staff members (a Marketing Team member and
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a PTA officer) who volunteered to assist in the production of a newsletter. The
general scheme and purpose was formulated with the focus being on the public
relations perspective of the positive aspects of the merger. The intern reviewed
past newsletters from a variety of schools as well as copies of the Diocesan
Superintendent's informative letter sent to school administrators quarterly. The
intern also conducted research on marketing, networks of communication, print
media and public relations as they pertain to schools, specifically Catholic
schools. From this research, goals for Notre Dame school newsletter were
formulated.
The intern then set up a meeting with students and faculty members
interested in producing the newsletter. An agenda was arranged at the first full
meeting of participating students and advisors, as well as the expectations for
individual students and the responsibilities for articles and research . Columns,
guidelines, and design patterns were discussed.

A final time-table for

submission of articles was adopted, as well as a firm deadline for publication of
the newsletter.
Several meetings followed throughout the fall months of September and
October, during which articles were gathered, discussed, and critiqued. Article
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content was revised and additions/deletions were considered. School secretaries
were recruited to design and refine the computer layout of the school newsletter.
The final production and mass printing would take place at the rectory on the
Copy-Fax printer.
All articles were submitted by October 27, 1994. The intern began final
reviewing and proofreading of the material submitted. Al approved articles
were put on computer disks m preparation for design and layout. The intern
worked with the school secretaries in evaluating and modifying the layout. The
newsletter was then sent to the rectory for printing. Upon receipt of the finished
product the intern worked with the committee to organize the distribution
process. The intern will continue to direct the development and preparation of
future school newsletters

Utilization offStaff
The intern's objective in the area of utilization of staff was to develop the
master schedule for the 1994-1995 school year. Due to the merger, this
objective was imperative and timely. The Kindergarten through eighth grade
schedules incorporated all Diocesan and school board approved curricular and
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extra-curricular activities.
The intern started by researching all available current literature and trends

involved in school scheduling

Diocesan time allotments were reviewed m

conjunction with the types of schedules characteristic of both elementary and
middle school levels. The intern discovered that at the elementary level
instructional time is easier to schedule primarily due to the self-contained nature
of the classrooms . At the middle school level, a more crowded and complex
school schedule is indicative of the deparmnentalization character of the
classrooms. Instruction time steers the elementary schedule while the schedule
at the middle school level dictates the instructional time,
A variety of scheduling alternatives do exist that may be adapted to meet
the needs of a particular school whether at the elementary, middle, or high
school level. However, no matter what type of scheduling arrangement a school
selects, the task of adjusting a schedule to match school goals, changing needs,
resources of plant and staff. and student capabilities and wishes is a difficult one
(Murphy, 1966, p.3).
The intern conducted a needs assessment based on the current operating
schedules and scheduling process before initiating the merger and need for
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developing a new schedule. Information obtained from the survey as well as
from conferences with the school's administrators and individual teachers was
compiled in order to strategically plan the academic program. The best available
models for change were revewed and a conflict matrix was constructed from
which problems could be identified and resolved. A criteria checklist was also
devised to facilitate the scheduling process. The checklist included such items
as special needs groups, special program needs, individual teacher and student
needs, as well as time and program constraints.
From this information, a scheduling framework was established and
agreed upon by the school's administrators to strategically schedule classes

within specified time blocks. The intern utilized the Diocesan provided matrix
consisting of a series of vertical and horizontal lines that form forty-five minute
time blocks, homeroom and prayer blocks, and three lunch period blocks. The
matrix is divided into five days and allows room for mobility. It served as a
visual schematic of the master schedule from which individual teacher and
student schedules were constructed.
The intern began plotting the matix by scheduling the major curriculum

subject areas first. Religion class takes pnority and is always scheduled during
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the first thty-five minutes of each day. Due to the Diocesan wide transition to
the whole language philosophy, reading and language arts were scheduled backto-back and following religion class. Mathematics was also scheduled during
the morning hours. The other subjects were scheduled: throughout the day
according to Diocesan regulations.
In addition to the major curriculum courses, the intern created a schedule
to accommodate areas delivered by specialists. This scheduling was also done
by hand due to varying time parameters for each of the elements. The schedule
included physical education, health, family life, art, music, and computer
education. The time allotments vaned from thirty minutes to one hour dictated
by the grade level and subject taught. Other considerations in this project were
making certain that each class had no more than one special course per day, if
possible, and that each classroom teacher was provided with at least 150
minutes of preparation time per week.
When final changes were in place, the intern was able to prepare
individual teacher and students schedules for all grades, Kindergarten through
eighth. Teacher schedules were distributed during the initial faculty meeting in
September. Student schedules were distributed during the first day of school.
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The intern quickly learned that the scheduling process does not end when
the schedule is finalized.

As conflicts arose, the intern made necessary

adjustments and informed all personnel of the respective changes It took a few
weeks before the program ran smoothly. This project certainly afforded the

intern ample ability to develop scheduling skills and the ability to coordinate
activities of departments, areas, and groups in order to promote instructional
efficiency.

The intern's objective in the area of routine tasks was to design and
develop a school

calendar/handbook.

Recognizing that

effective

communications is a vehicle in building positive school public relations, the
intern approached the school's administration with a proposal to design and
develop a school calendar/handbook. The intern's mentor readily recognized
that the calendar/handbook would be a great marketing tool that would enhance
the relationship between the school and home. In light of the school merger, the
revision of the handbook and publication of a yearly calendar was an extremely
essential project.
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The intern conducted a thorough study of the current research and
literature concerning school handbooks. Camden Diocesan policies and New
Jersey State laws governing education were also strictly scrutinized. The intern
communicated with the administration, the teachers, the school staff, the Parent
Teacher Association officers, the Marketing Team, and:the school board to
determine the types of information, dates, and style to be incorporated in the
calendar/handbook. The staff surveyed identified areas they felt were in need
of revision or additions. These areas included school philosophy, curriculum,

schedules, dress code, discipline, academic policies and routine maintenance.
The school's administration decided that funding for the printing of the
calendar/handbook would be incorporated into the school's annual budget.
The itern compiled all information and school function dates that should
be placed on the calendar. The Diocese and school's administration indicated
which policies should be included. The State of New Jersey mandates that

school policies be disseminated to parents each year. The school secretaries
shared the types of questions they receive most often from parents, and asked
that specific information be provided on the calendar which reflected responses
to the most commonly asked questions.
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After all information had been solicited the intern laid out the
calendar/handbook utilizing computer technology. This was a very laborious
task and consumed many hours of work. The calendar/handbook was proofread
and revised nine times before it was rendered to the administators for approval.
Following a few more minor changes, the calendar/handbook was presented to
the printer for publication (see Appendix D). The intern suggested that the
cover be printed on goldenrod paper in blue ink. Blue and gold are the school's
colors. It had also been determined that only one calendar/handbook per family
would be distributed, utilizing the most recent data compiled by the school
secretaries. The intern placed the calendars into the opening day information

packets reserved for each family. The calendars were distributed to all school
staff members during the first week of school. While this report focuses only
on the areas presented in this chapter, the intern continued to perform her other

duties to ensure the proper administration of the school.
Chapter Four will present the evaluation of the six major projects reported
in this chapter It will include the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the
project and professional competency objectives presented in Chapter Two.

Chapter 4
Internship Evaluation

Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate each project objective and
professional competency objective proposed in Chapter Two and described in
Chapter Three The objectives were chosen to provide experiences in six major
areas: curriculum, teaching and learning, pupil personnel administration,
organization and management, utilization of staff, and routine tasks. Each
section will restate the objectives and evaluate the intern's performance.

Curriculum
The intern's objective in the area of curriculum was to develop strategies
for the implementation of whole language. In conjunction with this, the intern
served as a member of the cumculum revision committee to review and update
the reading/language arts curriculum guide to include the Diocese of Camden's
newly adopted philosophy pertaining to whole language.
Whole language is a philosophy of teaching in which reading, writing.
listening, and speaking are integrated and taught throughout the elementary
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curriculum. It is not a program, but rather a way in which children's literature,
writig activities and communication activities can be used in every subject
(Fredericks, 1991, p.l). The intern reviewed literature on whole language,

attended several workshops presented by educational consultants and textbook
publishers, interviewed the Camden Diocesan Assistant Superintendent in
charge of Educational Services and Curriculum, and conferred with several

experienced teachers in the field of reading and language arts to compile a list
of successful ideas and activities for the implementation of whole language. The
intern contributed to the development of over fifty general reading, writing,
listening, and spealing strategies. Definitions and examples for each were also
provided (see Appendix B).
The intern presented these strategies to the faculty during tbeir September
staffmeeting and conducted formal observations on the implementation of them
during the month of November. All participating teachers were asked to
complete the "Whole Language Strategies Checklist" (see Appendix E). The
effectiveness of the strategies developed was rated on a scale from one to five;
one being the most useful and five being least useful Due to the large number
of strategies developed and the small amount of time avaiable

for
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implementation, a dormant column was added as an option on the checklist.
Fourteen teachers from Kindergarten through grade eight participated m.
this project. All teachers were using a whole language reading program and

were in their first full year of implementation. Of the strategies implemented,
the majority were given the highest rating in usefulness, A significant amount
still hadn't been utilized at the time of this survey. The teachers involved
attended several inservices on the topic of whole language and commented that

while the activities were not necessarily new to them, they were very effective,
appropriate, and practical. They found the strategies developed, as well as the
definitions and examples provided, to be numerous and easily adaptable to a
variety of instructional situations. The intern concludes that her objective was
fully completed and her ability to gather, compile, and convey pertinent

educational information to faculty members for staff development is of high
quality.
Through the pursuit of this project, the intern sought to gain leadership

skills in clarifying and focusing goals, objectives, and strategies. She also
sought to gain experience as an instructional leader and to gain knowledge of
the whole language approach to reading and writing. The intern met with the
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school's administrator for the purpose of evaluating her effectiveness in
providing instructional leadership in the area of whole language using the

'Curriculum Competency Evaluation Form" (see Appendix E). He commented
on the completeness of the strategies developed and indicated that the intern has
a clear understanding ofthe whole language philosophy. He also indicated that
the intern's level of competence in focusing goals, objectives, and strategies was
high.

Based upon the results of the evaluation process, the inter concludes that
the professional competency objectives were achieved Skills and competence
in planning, compiling, and clafying curriculum were attained to a high degree.
The intern developed effective communication skills by presenting the strategies
to the Diocesan principals and school faculty during a staffmeetingT The intern
was successful in her attempt to articulate goals, objectives, and strategies and
acted as an efficient instructional leader through the completion of this project.

Teaching and Learnino
The intern's objective in the area of teaching and learning was to prepare
and conduct lesson observations and conferences with teachers. Fourteen
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of the teachers conducted lessons involving the implementation of the whole
language strategies developed during the first project objective.
hI completing this goal, the intern reviewed several instructional and
observational instruments. She conducted an in-depth study of the clinical
supervsion model and discussed observational techniques and skills with a
number of experienced principals.

The intern conducted preobservation

conferences, observed lessons, analyzed the teaching and built a supervisory
strategy, conducted postobservation conferences,

and conducted post

conference analyses.
Evaluation of this project was performed by a (yes/no/not applicable)
twelve item,

"Evaluation of Observation and Observation

Process"

questionnaire completed by fourteen participating teachers (see Appendix E).
Each teacher was requested to critique the intern's performance as an observer
and evaluator. Each teacher stated that the intern successfully outlined the
clinical supervision model and reviewed the purpose and focus of the
observation. Each also stated that the intern gathered and recorded pertinent
objective data and provided meaningful direction for instructional development.
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The positive evaluation responses served as an indicator of successful
accomplishment of this objective.

The professional competency objectives were the development of sills
in utilizing the clinical supervision evaluation instument, the development of
leadership skills associated with analyzing and interpreting, observing and
evaluating, and the development of professional interpersonal communication
skills.

The first objective of developing competency in utilizing the clinical
supervision steps was evaluated using the "Analysis of Observation Process
Form" by each of the fourteen teachers observed, as well as the intern's mentor

(see Appendix E) Each teacher stated that the intern clearly articulated each
area of the instunment with a thoroughness that demonstrated an awareness and
understanding of all that occurred in the classroom. The comments indicated
that arrangements for preconferences and classroom visitations were scheduled
with and accommodating to each teacher, that the intern reviewed the lesson
plan to be observed and used an observation instrument to gather objective data,
and that the written transcript for each lesson observed was clearly understood
and concise,
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The second objective of developing leadership skills associated with
analyzing and interpreting, observing and evaluating was also evaluated by the
intern's mentor and the teachers observed (Analysis of Observation Process
Form, see Appendix E). Each stated that the intern matched teaching objectives
with teaching strategies, offered sound, concrete suggestions for improvement
of instruction, commended the teacher's strong teaching points, and built new
concepts onto the teacher's existing framework to improve instruction. All
involved indicated that: the intern accurately described and analyzed in the
summary portion of their evaluations what took place in their classrooms, they
received an unbiased rating of their teaching performance that accurately
described their strengths and weaknesses; they received an accurate diagnosis
of the cause of any teaching difficulty; and the intern submitted reasonable
solutions for any classroom problems.
The

third

objective

of developing

professional

interpersonal

communication skills was evaluated by the participating teachers and the
intern's mentor (Analysis of Observation Process, see Appendix E). Each was
requested to evaluate the intern's communication skills during both the

preconference and the postconference.

Each stated that the intern had
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demonstrated a professional manner at all times and understood and effectively
utilized the clinical supervision evaluation instrument.
The inten's skills in observation, evaluation and communicabon were

applied and tested, receiving a high grade in competency in all areas. The intern
concludes she has successflly completed her goal for teaching and learning.

Pupil Personnel Administration
The intern's objective in the area of pupil personnel adminstration was
to develop a before and after-school care program for students. The need for

such a program became apparent after a number of parents inquired about and
expressed an interest in extended care for their children.
In preparation for this project, the intern reviewed the current research
and literature on extended day care and consulted the Superintendent of Schools
regarding Diocesan policies concerning this matter. The intern conducted a
survey of parent interest, conferred with interested staff members, established
plans for the program, and enrolled students.
All staff members and parents associated with either the before or afterschool program were asked to complete the "Evaluation of Before and After
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School Program" questionnaire consisting of six essay questions regarding the
effectiveness of the programs (see Appendix E). Four staff members and
thirteen parents rated their degree of satisfaction with the programs. All of the
respondents felt that they were well informed about the initiation of the
programs and that so far, the programs satisfactorily meet their needs in regard
to times, costs, programs, etc. Those involved commented that the programs are
well organized and well managed and that the guidelines, procedures and plans
for the programs are pertinent and efficient. Most of the parents added that their
children are happy with the procedures of the programs, and thanked Notre
Dame for providing extended care. Two parents inquired about the possibility
of the after-school program being extended to 6:00 PM.instead of 5:30 PM.
While the intern investigates this request, she concludes from the evaluation
responses that the project objective was satisfactorily completed.
Through the establishment of the before and after-school programs, the
intern sought to develop organizational and managerial skills, as well as to gain
practice and confidence in coordinating activities and staff members. The intern
met with her mentor in order to determine the levels of proficiency of
organizational

skdds attained.

The intern utilized the "Organizational
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Competency Objective Questionnaire" composed of five essay questions and
completed by three of the school's administrators to assess her organizational
and managerial skills, scheduling experience, and coordinating ability (see
Appendix E). The intern's mentor believes that in the developmental stages of
the before and after-school program, the intern organized all parties involved
and delegated responsibilities effectively.

The school's administator

commented that the intern was systematic, neat, and harmonious in following
administrative procedures.
The intern's ability to organize and manage was greatly enhanced
throughout the process of developing a before and after-school care program,
It is concluded that the intern was able to demonstrate good leadership skills and
become proficient in organizational skills.

rganization and Manaement
The intern's objective in the area of organization and management was
to direct the development and preparation of a school newsletter. This project
afforded the intern the opportunity to develop skldls in student and staff
management while broadening her knowledge base in public relations as it
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pertains to Catholic schools.
The intern fulfilled the project objective with the completion and
publication of the Notre Dame Regional School newsletter in November of
1994. Informal surveys of 14 students, 17 staff members, two administrators,
and 20 parents indicated that the goals of the newsletter committee had been
accomplished ("School Newsletter Questionnaire", see Appendix E). These
goals included the publication of an interesting and attractive letter which would
inform parents as to activities and accomplishments in the school. Interview
respondents found the newsletter easy to read and several individuals were
impressed with the quality of the design and layout. The administration found
the content to be well balanced, addressing a wide variety of interests, and
serving as a positive marketing tool. Several parents commented on how
informative the newsletter was and how it provided them with an msight of the
improvements and changes made since Our Lady of Victories and St. Rose of
Lima merged. Three respondents indicated that some form, of a financial report
should be included in future newsletters.

The students interviewed were

impressed that a number of the articles were written by or about their peers
In separate interviews, the inter's mentor and newsletter staff members
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indicated that the intern successfully developed the basic skills necessary for
group planning as well as the ability to manage and design student and staff
projects in a highly effective manner ("Newsletter Proficiency Evaluation, see

Appendix E). The interviewers commented that the intern had efficiently and
cooperatively developed goals and objectives, as well as delegating assignments
and assisting staff members with editing. The intern was found to be influential
in establishing a sense of direction and purpose for the project.
The intern's mentor was satisfied with the final product. He indicated in
interviews that the intern gained valuable experience in coordinating information
and staff members through the development and preparation of the school
newsletter. He was confident that the intern effectively demonstrated the sldlls
deemed essential in guiding and monitoring public relations objectives.
In conclusion, the overwhelmingly positive responses indicated that the

intern had not only accomplished her goal but had done so in a highly effective
manner

Utilization of Staff
The intern's objective in the area of utilization of staff was to develop the
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master schedule for the 1994-1995 school year. This Kindergarten through
eighth grade schedule incorporated all Camden Diocesan and school board
approved curricular and extra-curricular activities.
The extent to which the intern successfully completed the project
objective was determined by the existence of an operating schedule within the
school as well as feedback from staff members in the form of an evaluation of
performance.
The functioning master schedule incorporated all state and Diocesan
mandated curriculum courses, special needs students and special area classes.
The upper grade schedule was departmentalized, while the lower grade schedule
was self-contained. All students were scheduled for physical education, health,
family life, art, music, and computer education on a weekly basis.
In addition to providing maximum instructional proficiency for individual
student learning, the master schedule provided each classroom teacher with at

least 150 minutes of preparation time per week.
The quality of the master schedule was determined by the positive scales
completed by seventeen staff members to determine the efficiency, economy,
feasibility and legality of the schedule ("Evaluation of Master Schedule," see
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Appendix E). Also positively evaluated was the development of guidelines for
use of special services, the balancing of staff loads, and the use of conflict
resolution strategies. The staff unanimously rated every area of scheduling
development as satisfactory based on a scale of satisfactory, needs improvement
and unsatisfactory.
Successful development of a master schedule provided the intern the
opportunity to develop two professional competencies. The intern developed
scheduling skills and the ability to coordinate activities of departments, areas,
and groups to promote instructional efficiency.
The effectiveness of individual teacher, student, and program schedules
served as an assessment instrument of the extent to which the intern achieved
her professional competencies. Individual teacher schedules reflected personal,
professional, and program needs identified through a scheduling needs
assessment. Student schedules reflected individual instructional and emotional
needs as well as mandated courses and time allotments. Program schedules
reflected facility, feasibility, and functional needs
The quality of the intern's development of her professional competencies
was also assessed through a five question "Scheduling Competencies
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Proficiency Checklist" completed by two of the school's administrators (see
Appendix E). The schooFs administrators reported that the intern demonstrated
an ability to identify and incorporate individual teacher, student, and program
needs in structuring the master schedule. It was also reported that the intern
effectively resolved conflicts as they arose and demonstrated expertise in
organizational processes involved in scheduling.
Overall, the intern was highly successfil in developing the ability to
coordinate activities to promote instructional efficiency.

Routine Tasks
The intern's objective in the area of routine tasks was to design and
develop a school calendarhandbook.

This task began in May and was

completed on September 7, 1994.
In an effort to evaluate this task, the intern developed and distributed the
'Calendar/Handbook Evaluative Survey" to three ofthe school's administrators,
17 faculty members, five staff members, and 11 parents for input into the format
and information provided in the 1994-1995 Notre Dame calendar/handbook.
The survey was comprised of eight statements and asked participants to strongly
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agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each (see Appendix E). Thirtysix surveys were returned to the intern.
In regard to the format, all agreed or strongly agreed that the print font
was easy to read, half day dismissals and school closings should be highlighted,
the graphics enhanced the look of the calendar, the spirit dress down days
should be boxed boldly, and the overall layout was good. The majority of
respondents agreed that the information given was the proper amount. Two
responses indicated that the policies were not detailed enough.
Analysis of the evaluation of this task indicates that the intern was highly
successful in designing, developing, publishing, and distributing a school
calendar/handbook thereby meeting the project objective for this task (see
Appendix D).
The professional competency objectives for this task were for the intern
to gain skills in promoting communications between the school and home, to
develop policy writing skills, and to utilize computer technology in developing
the calendar/handbook.
An essay form evaluative

nstrument, the "Calendar/Handbook

Competency Evaluation Form," was developed and distributed to three of the
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school's administrators in an effort to judge the intern's success in promoting
communication, writing policies, and utilizing computer technology (see
Appendix E). Four of the seven administrators completed the evaluation in
essay form. They rated the intern's professional competencies as excellent or
very good.

All agreed that the calendar/handbook promoted good

communication between the school and home and were appreciative of its
usefulness and the intern's hard work.
In conclusion, the intern successfully achieved her goal to improve
communication, writing, and computer skills The resulting positive responses
to the calendar/handbook indicated a high degree of success.
Chapter four has provided an evaluation of the project and professional
competency objectives. Chapter five will summarize the internship experiences
and make final recommendations.

Chapter 5
Tntfrn-hin Summarv and Rernimmr.ntlAlin

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize, in outline form, the

internship experiences in each of the six developmental areas- cumculum,
teaching and tearning, pupil personnel administration, organization and
management utilization of staff, and routine tasks. An evaluation of the intern's
experiences and activmtes, along with project and professional recommendations
are also presented.

Summary

I. Cumcblum
A. Project Objective
The curriculum project objective was to assist in the development
of strategies for the implementation of whole language.

B. Professional Competency Objectives
1. The intern sought to gain leadership skills m clarifying
and focusing goals, objectives, and strategies
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2. The intern sought to gain experience as an instructional

leader.
3. The intern sought to gain a knowledge of the whole language
approach to reading and writing
C. Experiences
1. Current research and literature concerning whole language was
reviewed,
2. Several workshops and seminars dealing with the topic

of whole language were attended.
3. The Camden Diocesan Whole Language guidelines m all

grade levels were reviewed.
4. The Camden Diocesan Assistant Superintendent in charge of
Educational Services and Curriculum was interviewed in order
to understand the Diocesan philosophy concernng the
implementation of whole language.
5. In an effort to compile a list of successful whole language
ideas and activities, the intern conferred with several
experienced teachers in the field of reading and language arts.
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6. The intern developed general reading, writing, listening,
and speaking strategies for the implementation of whole
language.
7. The strategies were presented to the faculty during a faculty
meeting.
8 Formal observations on the implementation of the strategies
were conducted by the intern.
D. Evaluation
1. Project Objective
a. Evaluation Design
1. All participating teachers were asked to complete
an evaluation checklist.
2. The effectiveness of each

strategy developed was

rated on a scale from one to five; one being the m o st
useful and five being least useful.
3. Due to the large number of strategies developed
and the small

amount of time available

for

implementation, a dormant column was added as
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an option on the checklist.
b. Findings
1. Fourteen teachers from Kindergarten through grade eight

participated in this project.
2. Of the strategies implemented, the majority were

given the highest rating in usefulness.
3. A significant amount still hadn't been utilized at
the tnme of this survey.
c. Conclusion
1. The strategies developed were found to be effective,

appropriate, and practical.
2. The strategies developed were found to be numerous and

easily adaptable to a variety of instructional situations.
3. The inter

has the ability to gather, compile, and

convey pertinent educational information to faculty
members for staff development.
2. Professional Competency Objectives
a. Evaluation Design

11.1

1. The intern met with the school's administrator for
the purpose of evaluating her effectiveness in providing
instructional leadership in the area of whole language.
2. He commented on the completeness of the strategies
developed and critiqued the level of competence achieved
by the intern in focusing goals, objectives, and strategies
b. Findings
1. The school's administrator indicated in writing that
the intern has a clear understanding of the whole
language philosophy.
2. He also favorably critiqued the intern's ability to
focus goals, objectives, and strategies,
c. Conclusion
1. Skills and competence in planning, compiling, and
clarifying curriculum were attained to a high degree.
2. The intern developed effective communication skills.
3. The intern was successful in her attempt to articulate
goals, objectives, and strategies an acted as an efficient
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instructional leader through the completion of this
project.
4. The intern gained knowledge of the whole language
approach to reading and writing.

II. Teaching and Learning
A. Project Objective
The teaching and learning objective was to prepare and conduct
lesson observations and conferences with teachers.
B Professional Competency Objectives
1, The intern sought to develop competency in utilizing the
clinical supervision evaluation instrument.

2. The intern sought to develop leadership skills associated
with analyzing and interpreting, observing and evaluating.
3. The intern sought to develop professional interpersonal
communication skills.
C. Experiences
1. Current research

and literature

on instructional

and
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observational instruments was reviewed
2. The clinical supervision steps were reviewed in depth.
3. Observational techniques and skills were discussed with
several administrators within the Diocese.
4. Professional Growth Reports and Professional and Attitudinal
Assessment forms were distributed to all faculty members.
5. Conferences and observations were scheduled with fourteen
teachers.

The intern asked to specifically observe the

implementation of the whole language strategies developed.
6. Preobservation conferences were conducted.
7. The intern observed lessons.
8. The teaching was analyzed and the intern built a supervisory
strategy.
9. Postobservation conferences were conducted.

10. Postconference analyses were conducted and discussed
with the school's administrators.
D Evaluation

1. Project Objective
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a Evaluation Design
1. Evaluation of this project was performed by a (yes/no/not
applicable) questionnaire completed by participating
teachers.
2. Each teacher was requested to critique the intern's
performance as an observer and evaluator.
b. Findings
1. The intern successfully completed fourteen formal
classroom observations using the clinical supervision
instrument and process
2. Each teacher stated that the intern successfully outlined
the clinical supervision model and reviewed the purpose
and focus of the observation.
3. Each teacher also stated that the intern gathered
and regarded pertinent, objective data and provided
meaningful direction for instructional development.
c Conclusion
The positive evaluation responses indicated that the
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intern has the ability to prepare and conduct lesson
observations and conferences with teachers.
2. Professional Competency Objectives
a. Evaluation Design
1. The first objective of developing competency in utilizing
the clinical supervision steps was evaluated by each of
the fourteen teacher's observed, as well as the intern's
mentor.

2. The second objective of developing leadership skills
associated with analyzing and interpreting, observing and
evaluating was also evaluated by the intern's mentor and
the teachers observed.
3. The third objective of developing professional
interpersonal communication skills was evaluated

by the participating teachers and the intern's mentor.
4. Each teacher was requested to evaluate the intern's
commumcation skills during both the preconference and
the postconference.
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b. Findings
1. Each teacher stated that the intern clearly articulated each
area of the instrument with a thoroughness that
demonstrated an awareness and understanding of all that
occurred in the classroom.
2. The comments indicated that arrangements for
preconferences and classroom visitations were scheduled
with and accommodating to each teacher, that the imtern
reviewed the lesson plan to be observed and used an
observation instrument to gather objective data, and that
the written transcript for each lesson observed was clearly

understood and concise.
3. Each teacher stated that the intern matched teaching
objectives with teaching strategies, offered sound,
concrete suggestions for improvement of instruction,
commended the teacher's strong teaching points, and
built new concepts on to the teacher's existing framework
to improve instruction.
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4. All involved indicated that: the intern accurately
described and analyzed in the summary portion of
ther evaluatons what took place m their classrooms, they
received an unbiased rating of their teaching performance
that accurately described their strengths and weaknesses;
they received an accurate diagnosis of the cause of any
teaching difficulty; and the intern submitted reasonable
solutions for any classroom problems.
c. Conclusion
The intern successfilly developed: competency in utilizing
the clinical supervision steps; leadership skills associated
with analyzing and interpreting, observing and evaluating;
and professional interpersonal communication skills.

I. PuMil Personnel Adminisrafign
A Project Objective

The pupil personnel administration objective was to develop
a before and after school care program. for students.
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B Professional Competency Objectives
1. The intern sought to develop organizational and managerial
skills

2. The intern sought to gain practice and confidence in
coordinating activities and staffmembers.
C. Experiences
1. Current research and literature on extended day care programs
was reviewed.
2. The Superintendent was consulted regarding Diocesan
policies for extended day care programs.
3 A survey of the parents' degree of interest in a before and
after-school care program for their children was conducted.
4. The intern conferred with staff members willing to become
involved in the program.

5. Guidelines, procedures, and plans for the program were
established.
6. Students were enrolled and the program initiated.
7. The intern evaluated the effectiveness of the procedures,
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D. Evaluation
1. Project Objective
a. Evaluation Design
The intern utilized an evaluation questionnaire consisting of
six essay questions that was administered to four staff
members and thirteen parents associated with either the
before or after-school program to assess the effectiveness of
the programs.
b. Findings
1. All of the respondents felt that they were well informed
about the initiation of the programs and that so far, the
programs satisfactorily meet their needs in regard to
times, costs, programs, etc.
2. Those involved commented that the programs are

well organized and well managed and that the guidelines,
procedures and plans for the programs are pertinent and
efficient.
3 Most of the parents added that their children are
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happy with the procedures of the programs, and
thanked Notre Dame for providing extended care.
4. Two parents inquired about the possibility of the
after-school program being extended to 6:00 PM
instead of 5:30 PM.
c. Conclusion
The intern was able to successfully develop and maintain an

effective before and after-school care program.
2. Professional Competency Objectives
a. Evaluation Design
The intern utilized an evaluation instrment composed
of five essay questions and completed by three of the
school's administrators to assess her organizational
and managerial

skills,

scheduling experience,

and

coordinating ability.
b. Findings
1. The intern's mentor believes that in the developmental
stages of the before and after-school program, the intern
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organized

all

parties

involved

and

delegated

responsibilities effectively.
2. The school's administTator commented that the intern
was systematic, neat, and harmonious m following
administrative procedures.
c. Conclusion

The mtern was able to demonstrate good leadership
skills and become proficient in organizational skills,

IV. Oranization and Management
A. Project Objective
The organization and management objective was to direct
the development and preparation of a school newsletter.
B. Professional Competency Objectives
1. The development of the basic skills necessary for group
planning were sought.
2. The ability to manage and design student and staff projects m

a highly effective manner was desired.
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3. Experience in coordinating information and staff members was
sought
4. The ability to effectively demonstrate the skills deemed
essential in guiding and monitoring public relations objectives
was sought.
C. Experiences
1. Current research and literature on school newsletters and
communication was reviewed.
2. Along with school personnel, the intern developed goals for the
school newsletter.
3. The intern worked with students and staff to create an

outline of the desired aspects of the newsletter, including
columns, guidelines, expectations, time tables, and design
patterns.

4. Information to be placed in the school newsletter was collected
5. All aspects of the preparation of the school newsletter

were directed by the intern.
6. The school secretaries were recruited to design and refine the
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computer layout of the newsletter
7. In cooperation with school staff, the intern worked in
proofreading, printing, and distributing the school newsletter.
D. Evaluation
1.. Project Objective
a Evaluation Design
The intern informally interviewed 14 students, 20 parents,
17 staff members, and two of the school's administrators as
to the quality and successful preparation of the school
newsletter.
b. Findings

1. informal surveys of students, staff, administrators,
and parents indicated that the goals of the newsletter
committee had been accomplished.
2. These goals included the publication of an interesting and
attractive letter which would inform parents as to
activities and accomplishments in the school,
3. Interview respondents found the newsletter easy
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to read and several individuals were impressed with the
quality of the design and layout.
4. The administration found the content to be well
balanced, addressing a wide variety of interests,
and serving as a positive marketing tool.
5. Several parents commented on how informative
the newsletter was and how it provided them with
an insight of the improvements and changes made

since Our Lady of Victories and St Rose of Lima
merged.
6. Three respondents indicated that some form of a
financial report should be included in future newsletters.
7. The students interviewed were impressed with the
fact that a number of the articles were written by
or about their peers.
c. Conclusion
The overwhelmingly

positive responses indicated that

the intern had not only accomplished her goal but had
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done so in a highly effective manner.
2 Professional Competency Objectives
a. Evaluation Design
The itern interviewed the school: administrators and
newsletter staff members regarding her performance.
b. Findings
1. In separate interviews, the intern's mentor and newsletter
staff members indicated that the intern successfully
developed the basic skills necessary for group planning

as well as the ability to manage and design student and
staff projects in a highly effective manner.
2. The interviewers commented that the intern had
efficiently and cooperatively developed goals and
objectives, as well as delegating assignments and
assistng staff members with editing.
3. The intern was found to be influential in establishing a
sense of direction and purpose for the project.
4. The intern's mentor was satisfied with the final product.
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5. The mentor indicated in interviews that the intern
gained valuable experience in coordinating information
and staff members through the development and
preparation of the school newsletter.
6. The mentor was confident that the intern effectively
demonstrated the skills deemed essential in guiding and
monitoring public relations objectives.
c. Conclusion
The intern successfilly developed good communication,
management,

and organizational skills through the

completion of this project.

V. Utilizsaion of Staff

A. Project Objective
The utilization of staff objective was to develop the master
schedule for the 1994-95 school year.
B. Professional Competency Objectives
1. The intern sought to develop scheduling skills.
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2. The intern sought to develop the ability to coordinate activities
of departments, areas, and groups to promote instructional
efficiency.
C. Experiences
1. Current research and literature on school scheduling procedures
was reviewed.
2. A needs assessments of all classes and activities was conducted
as scheduled.
3. The previous schedules and Diocesan time allotments were
reviewed.
4. A conference with the school administrators and staff members
was held to gather specific information for strategic planning of
the school's academic and extracurricular activities.
5. All classes, assignments, activities, faclity uses, etc., were
incorporated into a master schedule.
6. Separate teacher, student, and facility schedules were
developed.
7. Individual conflicts were addressed as they arose.
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D. Evaluation
1. Project Objective
a Evaluation Design
1. An operational kindergarten through eighth grade
schedule was used to confirm the extent to which
the project objective was met.
2. Seventeen staff members were asked to rate ive
competencies using a satisfactory, needs improvement,
and unsatisfactory scale.
b. Findings
1. The quality of the master schedule was determined
by the positive scales completed by the staff members to
determine the efficiency, economy, feasibility and legality
of the schedule.
2. Also positively evaluated was the development of
guidelines for use of special services, the balancing
of staff loads, and the use of conflict resolution strategies.
3. The seventeen staff members unanimously rated
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every area of scheduling as satisfactory.
c. Conclusion
The intern was successful in developing an effective
master schedule.
2. Professional Competency Objectives
a. Evaluation Design
I. The effectiveness

of individual teacher, student,

and program schedules served as an assessment
instrument of the extent to which the intern achieved her
professional competencies.
2. The quality of the mtern's development of her
professional competencies was also assessed through a
five question scheduling proficiency checklist completed
by two of the schooPs administrators
b. Findings
1. The school's administrators reported that the intern
demonstrated an ability to identify and incorporate
individual teacher, student, and program needs in
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structuring the master schedule
2. It was also reported that the intern effectively resolved

conflicts as they arose and demonstrated expertise in
organizational processes involved in scheduling.
c. Conclusion
Overall, the intern was successful in developing the
ability to coordinate activities to promote instrctional
efficiency.

VI.

Routine asks
A. Project Objective
The routine tasks objective was to design and develop a school
calendar/handbook.

B. Professional Competency Objectives

1 The intern sought to gain experience in promoting
communications between school and home.
2. The intern sought to develop policy writing skills.
3 The intern sought to utilize computer technology in developing
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the calendar/handbook.
C. Experiences
1. Current research and literature on school handbooks was
reviewed.
2. A thorough review of Camden Diocesan policies was
conducted.
3. Information and dates to be placed on the calendar for
1994-95 school year was gathered.
4. By conferring with the school's administrators, the intern
determined the type of policies to be placed in the handbook
5. The calendar/handbook was drafted.
6. The calendar/handbook was proofread and submitted to
the administrators for approval.
7. Computer technology was utilized to design and develop the
calendar/handbook.
8. Arrangements were made for the calendar/handbook to
be printed.
9. The calendar/handbook was distributed to the school's
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administration, faculty, staff, and parents.
D. Evaluation
1. Project Objective
a. Evaluation Design
An evaluative survey containing a scale of strongly

agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree was distributed
to three of the school's administrators, seventeen faculty
members, five staff members, and eleven parents for input
into the format and information contained in the
calendar/handbook.
b. Findings
1. Thirty-six surveys were returned to the intern.
2. In regard to the format, all agreed or strongly agreed that
the print font was easy to read, half day dismissals and
school closings should be highlighted, the graphics
enhanced the look of the calendar, the spirit dress down

days should be boxed boldly, and the overall layout was
good.
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3. The majority ofrespondents agreed that the information

given was the proper amount.
4. Two responses indicated that the policies were not
detailed enough.
c Conclusion

Analysis of the evaluation of this task indicates that
the intern successfully designed, developed, published,
and distributed a school calenda/handbook meeting
the project objective for this task.

2. Professional Competency Objectives
a. Evaluation Design
An essay form evaluative instrument was developed
and distributed to three of the school's administrators
in an effort to judge the intern's success in promoting
communcation, writing policies, and to utilize computer
technology m developing the calendar/handbook.
b. Findings
1. Four of the seven administrators completed the evaluation
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in essay form,
2. They rated the intern's professional competencies

as excellent or very good.
3. All agreed that the calendar/handbook promoted

good communication between the school and home and
were appreciative of its usefulness and the intern's hard
work.
c. Conclusion
The intern was successful in developing good writing

and communication skills.

Recommendations
The first part of Chapter Five outlined the project objectives, professional
competency objectives, experiences, and evaluations of the internship. The
following section will outline the intern's recommendations based upon the
mter's experiences. The recommendations will be listed in two categories:

project objectives and professional competencies.
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I. Project Obectives
A The Diocese should continue to revise and update exsting
curriculum guides in order to implement successful change.
B. The Diocese should continue to encourage teachers to attend
whole language workshops and to utilize strategies for the
implementation of whole language so that they can help develop
effective communicators of the language
C. The school should continue to provide release time to allow
teachers the opportunity to observe each other using the whole
language approach and to exchange ideas on utilizing new teaching
methods.
D. The Diocese should revise the format of their grading system
and report cards to better reflect the whole language approach and
to exchange ideas,
E. The Diocesan evaluation instrument should reflect the established
models of clinical supervision presently being used throughout the
state of New Jersey.
F. The school should continue to offer a before and after-school care
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program to meet the needs of working parents.
G. The school should continue to prepare monthly newsletters
as both a communication and marketing tool in order to enhance
public relations.
H. The school should reconsider the use of the gym facilities to
better enhance the physical education program.
I. The school should continue to design and develop a yearly
school calendar/handbook to keep the parents well informed.
J. The school should periodically review the handbook carefully and
update policies in order to meet changing needs,
II Professional Cnmnetencief

A. The intern should continue to pursue an understanding of
whole language implementation and interdisciplinary teaching
methods by attending workshops or seminars in these areas.
B. The intern should continue to serve on Diocesan curriculum

committees in order to further her knowledge in the areas of
curriculum development and revision.
C. The intern should continue to observe teachers to enhance
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the inter's ability to conduct observations and evaluations.
D. The intern should continue to read current publcations and
research in an effort to keep abreast of the current issues m
the areas of supervision and curriculum.
E. The intern should continue to practice delegating responsibilities
for activities so that she can develop organizational skills.
F. The intern should continue to serve as a member of the school's
marketing team so she can develop public relations skills.
G. The intern should continue to develop the Master Schedule
for the school from year to year m order to develop scheduling
skills.
H. The intern should continue to design and develop the yearly
school calendar/handbook so she can develop writing and
communication skills.
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Table 3
Camden Diocesan Weekly Time Scheldule
.... .

SUBJECT

1

2

3

4

Religion

150

150

150

175

175

175

175

175

Mathematics

200

200

200

225

225

225

225

225

Reading

600

600

600

375

375

375

225

225

Phonics
_English

100

100

60

60

100

Handwriting

125

125

100

5

6

7

…

8

---- - ---

_-

225

225

225

50

50

50
-

-- - --

- - - - - --

225
50

- - -

225
50

- --- _

Spelling

100

100

100

75

75

75

75

75

Social Studies

30

30

75

150

150

150

225

225

Science

30

30

75

150

150

150 225

225

Art

60

60

60

50

50

50

~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ...

_

_

--

--

50

- -- - -- - ----

50
- ----

___
--

Music

50

50

45

45

45

45

45

45

Physical Education

60

60

60

45

45

45

45

45

1565

1565

1565

1565 1565 1565 1565 1565

TOTAL

Source: Diocese of Camden. (1988). Elementary School Policy Manual, p.405.

Appendix 13

Whole Language Strategies

Instructional Strategies
The following pages describe an array of instructional strategies that may be used across the curriculum. Some Lend themselves
more to reading, some to writing, some may be used in both, while others are general strategies that may be applied across content
areas. Hopefully, teachers witl become more familiar with the variety of instructional choices available and be willing 1o experiment wth
these strategies and impFement them into their teaching.
General Strateaqies
Graphic Organizers
Creative Dramatics
Structured Overviews
KWL
Interviewing
Debate
Effective Questioning
Carouseling

Modeling
Min -Lessons

Readina Strateaies
Sustained Silent Reading (SSR)
Read ng To Students
Jigsawrng
Coilaborative Reading
Literature Extension
Literature Response Log (Journal)
The ReQuest
The PReP
Reading with Purpose
Library Center

Thematic Units
Flexible Grouping
Learning Logs (Journa)
Peer Practice
Conferencing
Chanting, Rapping, Songs, ChoraF Reading
Library/AuLdo-Visual Center
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Writing Strategies
Framed Paragraphs
Co laborative Writing
inventive Speling
Dictation
Personal Journal
Writer's Notebook (Journal)
Publication

Readdlna~rrrtina Stfalleales

ListeninrtSpeakinq Strotegles

Changing PoFnt of View
Experience Charts
Big Books
Picture Books
Predictabeo Books
Library/Audio-Visual Center

Gve/follow Direction
Rhymes
Express Opinions
Use Telephone
Idenlily Feeings/Purpose
Auditory Discrimination
Listening Lesson
Oral Presentations
Choral Reading
Retell Story
Dramatic Plays
Share Persona Knowledge
Lsten for Correct Usage
Library/Audio-V sual Center

Each ol these is defined with an example of each. Thry will be found at the end of the book behind the guidelines.
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- General-

Instructional Strategies
Strategy
Graphic Organizers

Description

Application

Visual illustrations ol verbal statements
Ihey help the learnei organize compiehend,
summarize, and synthesi a iriormalior

Lxamp es nclude Ihe lollowing:

spider map,

cont nuurTrjscale series ol events chain

prohlemrrrolving out ine, network tlee,
fishbone nmap. cycle, pie charl, Venn diagram,
mind map web, ranking radder, story
map, etc.
Creative Dra rnatic

Siruciured Overview

* Alter reading a sa ection, the learner ranks the character, events,
etc on a ranking ladder graphic.
*Teacher starts a web with a key dea or characler from Irterature;
learners bra nslorm words/phrasas to build web of inlerre aled
ideas Irom the liteWaureu
*A fishbone map ID visualize cause and effaci in a seleacton ol
literature could be constructed by a teacher and learners
*The cycle graphic could be used to see how a series ol events

interacts to produce an effect in a piece of literature.

Orig na responses lo lileraliur involviig
original dramalic forms - puppetry,

*Learners plan and present a pay with the opposrte outcome ol

pantomime, role-playing, improvisations,
plays musicals, radio shows, elc.

*Learners role play the main characters in a se ection chang ng
Ihe time, place, or situation

Framework or tdeas in the selection
presenl before read ng it gives learners

eA structured overv ew ol a nonfict on selection could be presented
on the overhead projector to clarify tha main deas belore reading.

an overview - a graphic organirer - of

eA comp eled dea map could be used as an cverview beaore

a se eci.on read

Ihe new Irterature; a graphic organizer

earners read a biography to help organize learners thoLlg his

presenltd belole the reading
Actre thinking needed when reading

K - W-L
Pw.Plh(N44
Know

w/(i{ cYfrfit!fS

Dtermrning whal they

exposilory text,

Learners can create a 3-co umn K-W-L strategy sheet li ing it
n before, during, and allef Ihey lead a nonliction select on.
1 earncrs can use the 3 column K-W L strategy sheel bteore,
dur ing, and after a research project.
*Learners could use their journal to record what Ihey know
questions they need answered, and finalhy the nformalion

IthFllelrs sclnd lor

the ithree aclivities the learner engages
in when reading to earn.

Want lo knew

identifyrng wha! Ihey
Lecrr as rhey fead

Ihey gained
It

Go
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- General-

Instructional Strategies
Strategy

Applicatlon

Description

Interviewing

Open-onded questions presenled lo the
earner to gain information aboul the
iearner; quest ons should be asked in an
inlorma selling.

*The learner could be interviewed to gather information on the
kinds ol Ileralure one prefers
*The earner could be interviewed to reveal what one knows abcut
the wr ling process.
*The learners could interview each other to compile a graphic
represenlation of likes and dislikes number ol pets, lavortle
te evision shows, etc.

Debate

Formal argument conducted as a conlest
boelwcn opposing sides on a speclic
queslion

*The learners debate the sides of a current news story causing
controversy
*The learners debate the issues presented n nonfict on liteCature
thUy read.
*The learners debale n a tria lormat the prosecution andr dernse

ol a story character.
Effective Question ng

Purposeful quest ons recquire sludents to use
thinking ski ls questions can be organized
according to Bloom's Taxonomy higher and
lower level, open and closed.
Sugg estions:

*know goal; se ect conlexl
*plan questions

*phrase quesiLons clearly
*allow Ilexib lrty

Sampler questians:
Probing
T: What are some characteristics of the main character
in the seleclion?
L: He was lonely
T: What evidence do you have that he was lonely?
nedtrecting:
T: Dcbbe. do you agree w;lh Sue's coirment .why nr
why nol?
Rephrasing

*avord yes/no quLestions

*allow waK time far feas! 3 secondsJ
*avoid saying learner's name before the queslion
eselect earneis randomly
*use positive feeling lone
*respond positively to all answers
*use the probing techniques to elcit more

thoroLsgh responses

*iedirect and rephrase
*use fearner's questions for instruction
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T. What was the linal action our main characler took?
L: INo response)
T: What was the lasl event in the final chapter?...

What par did the main character play in it?

- General-

instructional Strategies
Strategy

Appllcato n

Description

CaroLuserng

A round-robin brainstorming activity
where learrers Iravel Irom one sialion
lo anollier writing deas.

Modeling

The act ol demonstrating the tbehavior
or actlviEy which is to be elicited irom
the learner.

*Aller road ng a se ncLici in lileraluee, each choractBr's riarzn
is wnller atL he lop el a pieceo l chart papel Pri-selecled
gioiip rolatc at leachers signals (c/r 9.s:nsmg in rlre rmin and
brainslirni personlilay Irais of ;ach characei. Laltr. lisln are
discussed/cva ualed.
*The lrac:ierf mode s the lirsl row sleps ol nole laking.
*A learner mcdrls appropiiatI[ iandwrrling posit ons and skills lot
a peer
*The teacipr rnode s Ihe cmmrnc.is and quasiknris asked of a earner
al Ihe end ol an oal prosenlaliom
*TlrŽ learcher nstructI

M ni-lessons

ThernHlic Units

Lessons conducted Io address the needs
of one or a small group ol learners n any
subject area, they are usually of
re atively short duration ([O-15 minutesj.

*Tiw Lteacher reviews the rules cl capilali zaior wrth a learner for
15 inules.
*The teacher may nrcup In Irelalure based upon iml¶cresl in Ihe
books avai ilhN.
*Thle ledcher mighl group teainers in study croups according ol

Units of study constructed around a
a central theme; Ihey incorporate many
skills and ntregrale currEru Lrn areas.

Cop U:

*The luaciiri may group n lileraluic based upon iiilcresl: in
-Ilh

Flexible Grouping

Peer Practice

rFve learnors havi lg difficulty with run on

senlllenres

Grouping based upon lactors other than
ability; hclcroqeneoLis grouping; grouping
based upon inlerest, topic sludied, etc.
Th s grouping method helps to avo d the
stigma of 'low groups.
A cooperative !earn ng Iechn.que in
which groups (pairs, riads, etc.) ol
earners practice Ihe learning
together, "Buddy Study."

books availhble

*The leacihe nmighl group earners In study groups accordinri
Ipoic

*A siinl gioLip ol earners qu zzes each olher on spellinr

io

wiods

A pai ol learners s is besides each olher cl aiss louct ng, bu
lacing in opposile di ret:lrons lo 'buddy' read a oud to each
orlhPer
Lt

0
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- General-

Instructional Strategies
trategy
nonfcrenclrg

Chanting, Rapping,
Songs, Choral
1csp nse

Learning Logs

Description

Applicatlon

Meetings between teacher and iearncris
as a fol ow-up lo instruction: these
meetings re-enforce Ihe learning and help
the teacher check for understanding.

*The teacher meets with the learner to redefine a personal narratve
written by the [earner.
*The learner and teacher meet to check for improvement in
elimination of run-on sentences in an essay on a controvers al
news topic.

Highly motivating mfehods io practice,
reinforce, and provide oppodtunit
i
s
for the learner to hear, see say, sing,
and move rhythmically wth the earning;
learning becomes more vJvid, repelilious,
and memorable.

*The intermediate learner could write and perform a rap to
remember prepositons.
*The primary learners m ght chorally rocato parts el Iterature read
to them
eThe learners mrght wrile and perforn a song about a main
character in a pioce ot Irterature,

The learner communicates how and what
he has understood about a concept or
unit or study. They may describe their
earning process, delno a term or
ndicate whal he/she has learned.

eThe learner could
*The learner might
eThe learner could
*The learner m ght
teacher and pear

summarize an actaity.
assess an object
refect upon an actiity In the rog.
lsl 2 or 3 Interesting Ideas In response to
questions.

1t,
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- Reading-

Instructional Strategies
strategy
Ihe PReP

Descriptlon

Applicalion

A type of "advanced organizer or
prereading plan where the earners brainstorm what they know about the topic.
recognLze relationships between their
ideas, and finally reform their knowledge

Hefore reading a select on. learners are asked what they know
i he leacher ists ideas than attempts to relate ideas. SludenEs
add to. eliminate, or enhance the knowledge determined alter
discussion and reading.

upon discussion and reading.

rhe ReQuest

Ilteralure Response Log

A queslioning session first between
teacher and learner Io mode, and then
between learners; quesl oners alternate
a variety of typo and levels of questions

· Aller reading a selection paired group learners, paired n groups.
alternatr quest oning about the selection
sAlter reading a selecton, paired tearnars attempt to incorpo'ate
higher level questions in the ReQuest activity.

A journal lor record ng reaclions In
Iteratiure

May he used to do the following
eRespond in writing to a quaslionimpression, mood, or reaction
,Respond to open-ended questions, freewrrtng, vocabulary, or
illustralions.

*Slimulaln group discussions
*Reflect on personal reactions wh le reading
*Record new vocabulary
*Examine the author's style and motives
*Wrile questions for discussion
.terature Extension

Actrvities that can be used to extend and
enhance Ihe understand ng and enjoyment
of literalure n the cassroom. A worthwhile Ihlerature extension grows
naturally cut of the literature and
demonstrates something Ihe reader has
gained fron Ihe textbook.

May be used to do the following
eRewite or retell the book and story as a play, lolklale, soap opera
*Design a bookmark, book jacket or a new cover for a book
* Make a posler to advertise the book
eWrite an original dFalogue between two characters
*Write a letler to the author or a character with questions andSor
sugg estlons

*Make a Big Book or picture
1 0

- Reading-

Instructional Strategies
Strategy
iustalned Silent
Reading - SSR

Description

Appllcation'

Students independently select a book to
read lor a specihic period of lime in
class. Teachers must model ths reading
behavior.

May be used at th9 forlowing times:
*Ten minutes a day reading after unch
*A1 the end of a crass period
*A1 home on a daily basis
Upon finish ng seatwork

*While wailing for the bus
Readlng to Students

Jigsawing

Read ng aloud is seen as the single most
inrluenlia lactor in young chi dren's
success in earning. It has a posilive
Impact on students' atlilude toward
reading.

May be used to do Ihe follow ng:
*m prove lislening skitis
eBuild vocabulary

Each studDnt on a turn becomes the
"expert" on one subject by working
with member Irom other teams. Upon
returning to their team, each one in
turn, teaches the rest of the group.

May be used lor the following:
*Acquiring new material
*Review o1 information learned
*Having a debate

*Aid raasr ng comprehens on

*Improve appreclation of poetry
*Enjoy heafing a short story or excarpt
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- Writing -

Instructional Strategies
Strategy

Description

Application

Framead Para grsphs

A sontornca or paragraph with words.
phrases, or sentences lelt out.

*May be used as a formet for a book report, narrativn refort. or
the correct use cf adjectives, or adverb phrases.

Collaborative Wditing

An activity that a Ows students to

*As a class, students deveop a story together whl e the leacher
writes it down. Peer writing, cooperative learning, and quiet

interaci on a writing assignment,

takinai to low,
Ojclalion

A tool to teach the concept uf word.
word spacing, sentenres. and
paragraphs, and to encourage the use
ol standard spelling.

Have students dictate group stories or pooms
eStudents dictate short descriptive phrases for photographs,
drawings, and science displays
*In small groups or individually, havo student dictate small books
ol stories, rhymes, or poems

Inventive Spelling

A strategy that encourages students
to write down words in accordance with
how they hear a woid.

May be used n the following ways:

PeronaJ Journals

A convenient, familiar and llexible
niethod for students tc record and
reflect on their personal thoughts.
leelings, ideas, or experience.

*Upnn reading an open-ended question
*Alter independent reading
e*Ater smal oroup discussion
eWhen viewing a lili
wAs a personal dialogue with teacher or peers

Wrlter's Notebook

A sourcebook of deas lor writing.

May be used in the following ways:
*Record nterviews of visitors, take opinions, surveys
*Oiscuss and describe characters Irom a story
*Lead Ihe class on a bia nstioming sessio n
an
an nnrounced topic
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· Journal wrrting

*First drafts of a composition
StLienrt dicla tion

- Reading/Writing -

Instructional Strategies
!ratcgy
Beooks

(per ence Chart

Description

Application

A coinmercially pubished or a
chl Idteacher authored book w th large
pictures and print.

May be used to.
· Acqua in students with a sense ol story and spoci c foalurcs
of pinl
* Enhance student writing
* Publsh student writing
*Teach Language conventions through a highly molivaling shared
group exper ence

A paragraph, ist, or letter written by Ihe
teacher in large print incorporating words,
phrases or sentences frorm ndrv dual

May be used to:
· Correlate the spoken word with Ihe wr.ttan word
Model a specific ormr of writing - doscriptrve, persona, narrat v,
letlcrs
*Help students locus on a singe Idoa, top c, subject
*Expose seLdenl to high frequency sight words

students.

cture Books

langing Point
)f View

A commercially published or cii dillustated book without teot

May be Lised to:

An exercise used to extend and/or
enhance the understanding of literalure
by changing the outlook, viewpoints or
atlitudes ol a character or characters.

May be used to:
* Mot vate writing
*Descr be characler Irails

*Mol vale studenil writing
* Encourage a var ety of inlerpretat ons
*Stimulate vocabulary
* Provide a concrete v sua st mulus for discussions
*Assoc ate leelings with oxpressrons

*Slimulale vocabu ary

*Assoc ate altrludes and feelings wirh behavior
· Emphasize with moie than one character
ediclable Books

A commercialy published or a ch Id/leacher
aulhored book containing any or a l of the
lol owing
*·rhythm
* rhyme
*repetit on of vocabulary
*repetlior

of slory sliuc ures

*common pahelns

May be used to:
· Predict outcomes
*Use vocabulary n oral and wrrtten cloza
· Stimulate crealivity by crealing a predictable book
based on the story line

Ut

Uti

- Listening/Speaking -

Instructional Strategies
S rategy

Description/Application

Gvo/Forl w Directione

*Verbahly descr be how lo proceed wilh an act vily or ass gnmrnt and the correct follow-thfough ol thosa
procedures.
eHave student repeat direeltons to nsure accuracy.
*Offer students opportun ties to design a var ery o direclions while other students iollow them; c g., How to make
a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
*Have students put a series of directions in the bsst sequence tor a siccessiul completori ol the task(s).

Rhymes

*Recile rhymes, poems and [ongue twisters.
*Have students create rhyming patterns eilher by lollowirg the leader or Fndependently.
*Readc rhymes in groups choral reading

Express Oprnions

DOffer sludents Irequeni opportunilEes ia verbalze Iheir opinions. IdentiEy a postive value in each answer

Use of Telephone

*Teach and have students practice proper te ephone manners.
eRofe play elephoner conversations.

dentify FeeirrlgsfPLrpose

*Acknowledge tone of voice, phrasing patterns, pilch, and speed ol speech as a tool in recognzi ng
leelings ancrpurpose wAthin tie spoken words.

Aui tory Dlscriminatlon

*Recognize that each letterisound groping has a spectic and correct sound (deaF vs. deaTlt.
* UtJiJe a variety of sound sources to analyze similar and dissimilar sounds.
*Play games where success depends on carefuM istening and enuncialion e.g., th rk of a word that begins with
the last leler of beD... DoG...GirL..tamP, etc

Llslening Lesson

*Plan an activity and lesson whose aim is to develop strengthen or pract ce strong listening skils.

Oral Presentations

*Assign presentat ons to Iea who e c ass by individual students
*Establish expecled straleg es for oral presentalions; e.g . an audible tone of voice, inflection to hold inlcrasl
rather than monotone.
aEslablish acceptable audience partic pation and allention rules.
*Follow up with a period for questions and answers.
*Use book reports and character portrayals as choices for oral presenlations.
PariFcipale n dramas, plays, skis, etc.
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- Listening/Speaking -

Instructional Strategies
trategy

Description/Application

ioral Reading

*Select a piece of Iteraluir to read in unison.
*Usa oxciting and well-patterned passages or poems.
*AHornate paragraphs or slanzas from group to group.

etell the Story

*Have students repeal the story in their own words.
*Ask students to supp y missing detai s when you or another retel s the story.
*Emphasize sequencing over delaiing.

ramatlc Plays

*AHord opportunities at every grade level for dramatic experience

inred Personal Knowledge

*Allow students lo offer whal they have learned from out ol school or previous knowledge experiences.
Use Show & Tell, vacalion stor es, lavorle birthday gill.
*Afftrm thai students have the righl to withhold personal inforrmaton and emotional experiencos

sten for Correrc Usage

*Develop skills lo recognize correct grammatical forms and conslructions In spoken communication
· Repeal correct patterns in place of commcnn
y misused ones.
· Oavelop a recognition of colloquialisms, regional acconts and phrasing and their correct counterparts.
*Critique samples of speeches, commercials, nmovies and TV dialogues ior unusuar or incorrect usageof words.

U,
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School

City

Teacher

Gradrr

Pre Obscrvalion

IntevieCw

Classroom Obscratiion

Post Observaorn

Dal.

Interview

Class

Time

Date

Grade

Date

pre.Obsraation Information (Teacher being obscrvcd, please complet the fo[lo-Iing:)
1.

7
Whar is the objective for the lesson

2.

How Avi you dcieinme if the objectivc was achieved?

3

What methods and/or materials vl you use ro achieve the objective?

i[s :here anything ltbr I should be aware of in observing rhis c;ass?

Classroom Observatioun Lormnation (AdminisLrator. please complete the DoUl.ow'g;.

1.

2.

Was the lesson objcrjve achieved?
A-

How did the teacher dcmonstra¢e a working knowledg of subjecr matter and
eviderce of prepara;ion?

B.

WVha is the prevailikg lcanring a;mospherc?

Wha: was observed during thbe lesn?

Post Observation Information
1.

Coirnmendairns

2 Reconur.enadatiof

3.

Teacher's Cormmen-s

Teacher's Signlotre

Princips SignaurC
Wni

D

n Oinrr

Tlp:.

'.ncin

l I ir.nt -ihrr

Appendix D
Calendar/Handbook

Appendix E
Evaluation Surveys
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CURRCULtUM
PROJECT OBJECTIVES - To develop strategies for the implementation of
whole language.
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation checklist will be completed by the
participating teachers to determine the effectiveness
of the strategies developed.
Whole Lanuae Strategis Checkli
Please rate the usefulness of the following strategies
1 being most useful, 5 being least useful
HU for haven't used.
3
4
5
HU
General Strategies

Graphic Orwanizers
Creative Dramatics
Structored Overviews

KWL
Interviaewing

Debate
Effective Oustioning
Carouseling

Modeling.
Mini-.Lessons
Thematic Units
Flexible Grouyinw
Leamina Lof (Joumal
Peer Practice
Confereneing

Chanting, Rapping, Songs,
Choral Reading
Librarv/Audio-Vis al Ceer
Reading Strategies
Sustained Silent Readin. (SSR).
Reading to Students
Jigsawin---

Collaborative Realding
Literature Extension
Literature Response Lo~ (ournall
TheRe uest
The PreP
Reading with Purpose
Librarv Center

2

1
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Writing Strategies
Frampr
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CURRICUInM
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES - To gain leadership skills in

clarifymg and focusing goals, objectives, and strategies.
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation instrument to be completed by Intern's mentor
in order to determine the level of competence in focusing goals, obectives, and
strategies.
CumriclamLnmpetency Evaluation
Please critique the level of competence achieved by the Intern in focusing goals and
objectives through the development of strategies for the implementation of whole language.
Comment on the definitions and examples provided, as well as the effectiveness of the
strategies.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING
PROJECT OBJECTIVE - To prepare and conduct lesson observations and
conferences with teachers.
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation questionnaire will be admristered to
teachers whose lessons were observed,
Evaluation of Observatinn and Obsrvatiol Promes
YES
NO
I Arrangemets for classroom visitation wen:
scheduled with teacher and supervisor
2. Supervisor and teanhi pre-conferece prior to
classroom visitaton.
3 Classtoom visilation arrangements were
aooommudating to the teacher
4. The purpose of he pre-observatioa oonfereiio
was cdar to the teacher.
5 Supervisor and tcauher reviewed the lesson plan
to be obsaLdl
6. Supervisor gathered objtiive data using an
observation insmnnL

?. TcachT was made famillit with observation

8. Supervisor recorded pertinent data regarding
instruoLional development
9. Supervisor's commentsresponses provided
meaningful dirction for instruotional developmnLt.
10. Purpowc and directon were obvioas drmag post
coriferer.ce.

11. Teacher's oom.mutskresponse were an integral
part of to post conference.
12. The obser ation and observaion process provided
the teacher with -nte directon.
Comments:
Recommedatious:

_a

NA
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TEACHING AND LEAR-NG
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES - To develop competency in
utilzing clinical supervision evaluation instrument. To develop leadership s kills
associated with analyzing and interpreting, observing and evaluating. To develop
professional interpersonal communication skills.
EVALUATION MODE An evaluation instrument to be completed by Intern's mentor
in order to determine levels of proficiency of supervisory skills.
Analysis of Observation Prcess
Checked statements indicated area of demonstrated proficiency.
__
_
__

1 Gathers objective data using an observation instrument
2. Records pertinent data regarding instructional development.
3.

Comments and responses provide meaningful direction for teacher to

improve instruction.
_

4. Matches teaching objectives with teaching strategies.

5. Offers sound, concrete suggestions for improvement of instruction.
_

6. Commends the teacher's strong teaching points.

7. Builds new concepts on to the teacher's existing framework to improve
instruction.
__

8. Encourages the teacher to be an active participant in the evaluation

process.
_

9

Written transcript is clearly understood and concise.

10. Understands and effectively utilizes observaton instrument.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE - To develop a before school and after school care

program for students.
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation questionnaire will be administered to
staff members and parents associated with the program
to determine degree of satisfaction.

Evaluation ofBefore and After School Program
Please answer the following question in regards to the effectiveness of the before and after
school care program.
1 Were you well informed about the initiation of the program?
2. Do the programs satisfactorily meet your needs in regard to times, costs,
programs, etc.?
3. Are the programs well organized and well managed?
4. Are the guidelines, procedures, and plans for the programs pertinent and

efficient?
5

Is your child happy with the procedures of the programs?

6. In your opinion, how can the programs be improved?
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PUPIL PERSONNEL ADMINTSTRATTON
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES - To develop organizational
and managerial skills. To gain practice in coordinating activities and staffmembers.
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation instrument to be completed by intern's mentor
in order to determine levels of proficiency of organizational.skills.

Organizational Competenv Obiective Ouestonnaire
Please answer the questions below in regards to the intern's level of proficiency.
1. In the developmental stages of the before and after school program, did
the intern organize all parties involved and delegate responsibility? Be specific
2

Was the program well organzed? If not, please indicate why?

3. In following administrative procedure, was the intern organized in her processes?
4. Becoming proficient in organizational skills requires one to be systematic,
neat, and harmonious. Did the intern meet these criteria?
5. In your opinion, did the intern become proficient in organizational skills?
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAEMENT
PROJECT OBJECTIVE - To direct the preparation of a school newsletter.
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation questionnaire will be administered to parents,
faculty, and staff to assess quality of school newsletter.
School Newsletter OQestionnaire
Please provide feedback on the school newsletter by answering
the following questions in an informal interview situation.
1. What do you think about the school newsletter?
2. What do you like best about the school newsletter?
3. What is missing from the school newsletter? What would you add? Why?

4. Comment on the following aspects of the school newsletter.
A. ArticlesB Columns-

C. General Guidelines D ExpectationsE. Time TableF. Design-

G. QualityH. Publication and Distribution -
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ORGANIZATION AND MANACGEM'ENT
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE To develop communication skills.
To acquire leadership, management, and organization skills.
To coordinate information and staff members.
EVALUATION MODE -

An evaluation instrument to be completed by intern's
mentor in order to determine levels of proficiency in

directing the preparation of school newsletters.
NoewSetter Prnfirienprv valuatinn

Interview administrators and staff regarding the performance of the intern. Did the
intern demonstrate the acquisition of basic skills in group planning, the ability to manage and
design student/staff projects in a highly effective manner, and facility in guiding and
monitoring public relations objectives?
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE - To develop the Master Schedule for the school year
1994-95.
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation questionnaire will be administered to faculty
members to determine the efficiency of the schedules.
Evalflation of Master Schedule
Please rate the following competencies using the scale below
S-Satisfactory

1

NI-Needs Improvement

Proposes a set of schedules to distribute services

available within the school, taking into
consideration efficiency, economy, and legality.

2.

Develops guidelines for use of services such as
resource rooms.

3. Rearranges current schedules to see that students
receive equired services while maintaining
maximum involvement in their school programs.
4.

Rearranges present schedules to balance the loads
of staff members.

5. Designs an alternative set of procedures to make
best use of services.

U-Unsatisfactory
S
N1
U
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UTnLZATOQN OF STAFF
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY OBJECTVES To develop scheduling skills.
To develop the ability to coordinate activities of departments,
areas, and groups to promote efficiency
EVALUATION MODE - An evaluation instrument to be completed by the intern's
mentor in order to determine the level of proficiency in scheduling skills.

Scheduling CompeteniqjLs Pofigieney C(hecklist
Checked areas indicate an area of demonstrated professional competency.

Effectively employs conflict resolution strategies.
Demonstrates an ability to identify and incorporate individual teacher
needs in structuring the master schedule.
Demonstrates an ability to identify and incorporate individual student
needs in structuring the master schedule
Demonstrates an ability to identify and incorporate individual program
needs in structuring the master schedule.
Demonstrates expertise in organizational processes involved in scheduling
(i.e. completion and distribution of schedules).
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ROUTINE TASKS
PROJECT OBJECTIVE - To design and dcvelop a school calendar/hndbook.
EVALUATION MODE

- An evaluative survey will be distributed to the school's administration,
faculty, staff, ad parents for input inin the format and information providcd
in the calendar/handbook

Calendar/Handbook Evaluative Survey
Please evaluate th following aspecs of le School CalLddar/Hadbook by placing a check mark next to
Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Disagre (D), Strongly Disagre (SD).

FORMAT
1. The print font was easy to read.

2. Half day dismissals and school closings
should be shaded

3 The graphcs enhanced the look of the
calendar

4 The spirit dress down days should be
boxed boldly,

5. The overall layout was good.

INFORMATION
6. The information given was useful

7. It was the proper amount of infomation
to give.

8. The design, development, and

distribution was good.
COMMENTS:
RECOMMENDATIONS:

SA

A

D

SD
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ROUTI TASKS
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
To develop writing and
comnmmucaton skills. To develop policy writing skills.
EVALUATION MODE

An evaluation instrument to be completed by the intern's
mentor in order to determine competence in writing and
communicating skills.

CalendarffLandbook Competency Evaluation
In essay form, please rate and discuss the intern' s ability to utilize computer technology,
promote communications between the school and home, and develop policy wntig skills -

specifically through the 1994-95 School Calendar/Handbook. Emphasize competencies, as
well as areas where improvement is needed.
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